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FOREORD

This program was conducted by the AAI Corporation, Cockeysville,
Maryland for the Airdrop Engineering Laboratory, U. S. Wrmy Natick Laboratories,
Natick, Massachusetts under Contract DAAGI. 70-C-0174. The program was con-
cerned with the development of new ideas and concepts for eluipment and pro-
cedures which would significantly improve the efficiency of preparing airdrop
loads for airdrop and retrieving and conditioning the equipment for use
followiag the airdrop. The study concentrated prima,.ily on the development
of concepts to achieve the goals, appraisal of their feasibility and a com-
parative evaluation of their merit. Several concepts were evolved that are
recommended for further consideration.

The program was performed under th;a direction of James F. Falcone
of Natick Laboratories. The project was managed at the AAI Corporation by

W. L. Black under the supervision of R. G, Strickland, Department Manager.
The principal investigators were B. W. Jezek, and A. L. Farinacci.
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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to develop new concepts and procedures
for the airdrop of supplies and equipment which would significantly
reduce the time and labor required to prepare airdrop loads for airdrop
and retrieve them after the drop. A goal of equal importance is the
reduction of airdrop malfunctions caused by improper rigging. Study of
current rigging designs and procedures identified the tasks that were
the mnst time consuming and the operations that contributed the higher
rates of malfuncticns. Thirty-two (32) concepts for equipment and pro-
cedures were developed which were judged to have sufficient merit to
warrent consideration in the search for a system solution. Some concepts
address particular aspects of the problem and diminish in value when
evaluated from a system viewpoint. Five system concepts were formulated
and analyzed in detail. An appraisal is made of their feasibility and
an evaluation is performed by a scheme that produces figures of merit
whereby the concepts may be compared with each other and with the current
system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is a summary aZ the work performed on Contract DAAG17-
70-C-0174, a study of systems for theorapid preparation and deriggi'3
of airdrop loads. The major goal of the program was to find ways to im-
prove equipment and procedures for accomplishing the airdrop of supplies
and equipment so that the time required to prepare airdrop loads and
retrieve them after the drop can be significantly reduced. The effort
concentrated primarily on the gen~ration of new concepts that, after a
period of development, would result in the fulfillment of this goal.
Solutions providing major benefits and requiring possibly eight to ten
years to develop and introduce into practice were sought rather than
minor changes that might improve current rigging methods.

The study began with a review of current airdrop loads preparation
practices. This reviewwas helpful in several ways but particularly
so in two areas. One, it produced some factual information on the parts
of the rigging task that consume the majority of the rigging effort,
and two, data was accumulated on the extent that rigging mistakes
contribute to the malfunction of an airdrop. The information and under-
standing acquired in this review aided considerably in the formulation
of new concepts.

Thirty-two (32) concepts were conceived during the program which
were judged to have sufficient merit to warrant consideration and
inclusion in this report. As the study progressed, certain ideas began
to emerge that appeared to have greater merit than others. This led
to the formulation of a few system concepts that could provide the rapid
rigging capability that is being sought. Five of the more promising
concepts are analyzed in detail in the analysis section and a figure of
merit that provides a comparative index of the value for each concept
has been developed.

2I



II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

A. Specific Contracts Requirements

The purpose of this contract was to formulate methods for
airdropping heavy platform type loads which would provide significant
reductions in the time and cost required to prepare loads for airdrop
and for retrieval after drops. The aim of the study was to develop
concepts which would replace the cur-ent heavy drop system and be oper-
ational in 8 to 10 years. During the course of the program, agreement
was reached with the contracting agency that effort would be concentrated
on generation of concepts. The original system and contract
requirements served as strong guidelines when evaluating the feasibility
of the various concepts and are presented in the following section.

1. Certain aspects of the performance shall be upgraded,
such as increasing the tolerable horizontal wind velocity from 15 knots
to 30 knots, permitting drops from aircraft flying at speeds of 150 to
300 knots, and permitting operation at terrain altitudes from zero to
10,000 feet and higher.

2. Three aircrLft, the C-130, C-141 and C-5A shall be
investigated to determine the differing characteristics of each that will
significantly affect the results of the studies and analyses performed
on the system.

3. Single cargo airdrop, intermittent cargo airdrop from a
single aircraft and multiple consecutive cargo airdrop from mass form-
ations (30 aircraft) shall be considered.

4. Preparation of a single item for airdrop as well as
assembly line rigging of large quantities of equipment shall be consid-
ered.

5. Systems necessary to prepare loads for airdrop will be
compatible with the present materials handling equipment unless new
systems include material handling equipment as part of the system.

6. Rigging systems must be usable for the preparation of all
present airdrop platform loads.

7. Systems shall have a quick retrieval capability follow-
ing the airdrop.

8. Disposal methods for clearing the drop zone of residual
materials used in rigging the airloads shall receive careful consider-
ation.

2



B. Rigging System Design Requirements

The concepts formulated and investigated in this study must
incorporate the following design requirements.

1. In-Flight Requirements

a. Load factors on the cargo and system components must
be kept below the following values until initiation of the airdrop

S~sequence:

(1) Forward 4.0 g
(2) Aft 1.5 g
(3) Lateral 1.5 g
(4) Up 2.0 g
(5) Down 4.5 g

b. Hardware components used for preparing airdrop loads
must be designed to comply with the following factor of safety require-
ments.

(1) Suspension System

Limit Load = 1.5 x suspended weight
Yield Strength = 1.5 x limit load
Ultimate Strength = 1.65 x limit load

(2) Extraction System

Limit Load = 1.5 x gross rigged weight
Yield Strength = 1.5 x limit load
Ultimate Strength:

For loads < 25,000 lb = IL65 x l.imit load
For loads > 25,000 lb = 1.75 x limit load

c. The tiedown provisions must be limited to the follow-
ing values:

Limit Loads (for each tiedown)

For airdrop weight < 5000 lbs. = 5000 lb.
For airdrop weight 5000 - 15,000 lbs. = 10,000 lb.
For airdrop weight > 15,000 lbs. = 20,000 lbs.

Yield Strength = limit load

Ultimate Strength = 1.5 x limit load

3



2. Cargo Requirements

a. Extraction forces applied to the cargo shall not ex-
ceed 1.5 times the extracted .'.eight of the cargo.

b. The system(s) shall be usable for unit cargo weights
from 2000 to 35,000 pounds on airdrop platforms for the airdrop of all
Army material which is now airdroppable. Consideration must be given
to the potential application of systems for use with the 0-SA aircraft
aftd with increased load weights of 50,000 pounds.

C. Airdrop System Environment

The new rapid load preparation system(s) must perform in the
environment described as follows:

1. At aircraft altitudes of 1100 feet above the terrain
for loads up to 25,000 pounds and 1500 feet for loads over 25,000
pounds. Also, systems must be compatible for use with special loads
airdroppable at all altitudes from zero to 15,000 feet.

2. At aircraft speeds from 110 to 150 knots with consider-
ation of extending the capability to aircraft speeds in the 150-300
knot range.

3. With horizontal impact velocities in ground winds from
zero to at least 30 knots.

4. In oper:ations employing single aircraft or mass formations

of up to thirty (30) aircraft airdropping single and multiple cargo units.

5. With the fewest possible restrictions on the droD zone

characteristics such as size, unobstructed area, flatness, and texture
of terrain.

6. With ground impact conditions which results in loading
of equipment equivalent to the current system employing nominal cargo
vertical impact velocities of 25 feet per second and using paper honey-
comb as an energy dissipator.

7. At terrainaltitudes between zero and 10,000 feet or
higher.

8. At air temperatures between -65°F and 125°F under adverse
weather conditions.

9. In operations which employ paratroopers jumping after
cargo exit from the same aircraft.

4



III. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM AREMS

To achieve maximum mobility the Army has developed a capability
of transporting personnel, materiel and equipment by air and airdropping
them into the desired combat zone. Not only is initial assault accomp-
lished by airdrop but often supply of the troops is sustained in this
manner. This program is concerned with finding ways to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of airdropping these extensive quantities
of supplies and equipment. In particular, it is concerned with the tasks
of preparing materials and equipment for airdrop delivery, and recovery
and conditioning the materiels for use once they have been airdropped at
the combat zone.

The capability for accomplishing this type of airdrop delivery isa
fairly recent creation, and for this reason, there has been a tendency to
improvise solutions for individual problems as they were encountered
and procedures have evolved that appear to have been given very little
consideration from an overall or systems viewpoint. Some very competent
engineering has been invested in some of the individual solutions but from
an overall operational standpoint, the effect is far from optimal. To
the layman, the appearance of a rigged airdrop load is a total nightmare,
and to a considerable extent this is true, because rigging procedures are
complex, difficult to learn, and require large amounts of labor and exper-
tise. Because of this complexity and the large amounts of labor involved,
human factors have a highly significant effect on the reliability of the
system. In particular, reducing the number of components and operations
that must be performed will increase overall reliability.

Some problems of current systems are listed and discussed briefly
as follows:

1. Range of airdrop items - size, shape, weight, etc.
2. Energy dissipator
3. Tiedown lashings
4. Component weight and bulk
5. Level of skill
6. Retrieval

The range in the types of materiel and equipment that must be air-
dropped has grown to considerable proportions and apparently as new items
came into the airdrop inventory, provisions for handling them were
developed on an individual, basis. As a result, a considerable range exists
in the size, configuration, weight, etc., of the rigged loads that must be
prepared for airdrop. To reduce this complex problem somewhat, some work
has been done on containerization of materiels as evidenced by the A-7A,
A-21 and A-22 cargo bags. However, this approach has not been pursued
vigorously, and containerization of loads appears to be a concept that
should receive attention in the search for rapid rigging solutions.

5



Energy dissipation or cushioning of the loads at impact to protect
them from physical damage is a major problem. The Army has developed,
and extensively uses, crushable paper honeycomb for thig purpose. This
material, although it has remarkable properties, is the source of signi-
ficant complexity and labor. The problems associated with paper honeycomb
are poor quality control causing large tolerances on the crushing stress,
the bulk size causes logistics problems, the adaptability to all field
type environments is poor, and the time and complexities involved in
rigging and retrieval operations are significant.

An energy dissipator capable of replacing honeycomb must exhibit
the following properties:

a. Light-weight
b. As close as possible to a rectangular stress-strain

curve, i.e.. the load remains constant but strain
continues over a fairly large range. This results
in the dissipat.on of large amounts of energy.

c. Low rebound energy
d. Low cost

The problem of finding a suitable energy dissipator is complicated
also by the fact that the loads vary considerably in their structural
properties. Rigid loads are not too difficult Lo accommodate but semi-
rigid or flexible loads present a more difficult proposition and multiple
flexibile loads are a bona fide headache. Representative of the letter
type are the vehicles that must be airdropped. An additional complication
is the fact that the damage threshhold, commonly expressed in G's, for
various items is quite often not available and must be derived in some
manner. The Army resorts to actual drop testing in most instances to derive
these data. If a different energy absorption method could be devised
where labor is reduced or eliminated throgh design ingenuity, a giant
step toward solution of system problems would be made.

Lashing or securing the loads to airdrop platforms is a complex
operation. This must be done in order to restrain the load to the platform
during the ground and air-transportation phases as well as during actual air-
drop. A series of tiedown straps have been developed for this purpose
and their application, in some instances, is quite complicated. Some way
to avoid or simplify this operation - again through ingenuity of design -
is needed.. The present rigging system uses straps, load binders, clevises
and tape in the load tiedown rigging activity. This event consumes
appreciable time and is an area of high human erroz. Modification of this
activity can result in improved systems performance and reduce rigging
time and cost.

6



The bulk and weight uf materials required to airdrop useable goods
and equipment are important. These materials take up otherwise useable
space and are just as costly to transport as the useable goods themselves;
therefore, in the conception and analysis of new concepts, this facet of
the problem must receive consideration.

As previously mentioned, current methods of preparing airdrop loads
require large amounts of labor. Moreover, since rigging is a highly
complex specialized task, it requires skills that can only be acquired
through considerable training. This is costly, and also a source of trouble,
because the level of training provided usually is just barely adequate. An
objective will be that, through design, labor requirements and skills will
be reduced to a minimum.

Limited attention has been given to the retrieval problem because it
is assumed that a good retrieval capability will often come from a good
preparation capability.

Performance Improvements

The primary requirement of this program is to determine a system
which will significantly reduce the time and cost for the preparation and
retrieval of airdrop loads. Also desired is the improvement of certain
aspects of the present airdrop system performance. These improvements
are: (I) to increase the tolerable horizontal wind velocity at ground
impact from 15 to 30 knots; (2) to permit dropping from an aircraft fly-
ing at 150-300 knots; (3) to permit operation at any terrain altitude
from zero to 10,000 feet or higher; and (4) to permit the airdrop of
special loads at all altitudes up to 15,000 feet.

Each of these items presents additional problems for consideration
in designing a system for rapid load preparation and retrieval. increasing
the wind velocity operating limit results in higher cargo horizontal
velocities and overturning moments at ground impact. Low altitude airdrops
would minimize this effect; however, normal airdrops, in which near steady-
state descent is ePhieved, would be most adversely affected. Not only would
the impact be more severe but the descending parachute-cargo system would
tend to drift further distances under the 30-knot wind. For example, if
st:eady state were achieved after 700 feet of descent frow a release altitude
of 1100 feet, the horizontal drift of the cargo would be 812 feet due only
to the 30-knot wind. The acceptability of this drift and high horizontal
velocity are questionable, and consequently any new concepts should consider
means for solution of the problems of landing in high wind situations. The
wind drift could cause azcuracy problems in areas where the drop zone size
is limited, but appears secondary for "his particular study.

7
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The application of airdrop systems to high altitude drop zones
from 10,000 feet and up causes operational problems. The reduction in
air deusity, 26% for 10,000 feet, causes higher cargo impact velocities
which necessitates the addition of decelerators. For the present air-
drop system, an additional parachute would be required; however, new
parachutes or other systems could be designed with high altitude operation
being included as a possible design constraint.

(



IV. TECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Study Methodology

1. General Method of Study

The general goals of this study program were to formulate new
concepts of systems which will permit faster and more economical preparation
and retrieval of airdrop platform loads, and to provide sufficient evidence
to substantiate the feasibility of proposed concepts. The study approachb
employed is based on techniques of bystems analysis. However, rather than
a "pure" systems analysis approach, the methods were irodified, and increased
emphasis was placed on concept generation and systen; feasibility with less
effort devoted to system factors such as task analyses, costs, reliability,
human factors, maintainability, etc. This approach was adopted because the
resources allotted to the contract did not permit a full system analysis and
the identification of feasible concepts is a necessary initial step in the
development process. The de-emphasized factors become important after feasible
concepts have been established and decisions are being considered on which
concept to develop and whether or not the investment of resources is justified.

The methodology used in developing these rapid preparation

airdrop system concepts can be divided into the following activities:

"o Identify system objectives

"o Describe objectives in terms of system
functions and constraints

"o Develop implementation concepts

"o Analyze concepts to measure conformance
with system objectives

Much of the work in oeveloping the various concept,. was done
in "brain storming" type sessions. Contributions of each member oý the
analysis group served to further the ideas until a relatively complete
concept had been formulated. If the concept was deemed to have po;:,ntial,
additional analysis was undertaken. Design engineers produced skv-cches
and layouts so that geometric considerations could be presented more clearly
while members of the aaalytical group evaluated the underlying theory. By
the next session the results were ready for further evaluation. If the
preliminary analysis revealed increased potential, the study was continued
in more detail, if not, the study was stopped or redirected. Often. ,•olutions
of problems associated with one system led to ideas for a completely different
concept. In addition, the above study technique allowed each member ,'f
the group to contribute his special talent while receiving feedback 1. on others
that prompted origin&i thinking.

9



2. Background Studies

Tne approach to the generation of new concepts was pre-
faced by a thorough look at current load preparation practices to ascer-
tain both its desirable and undesirabl e feitures. This included visits
to Fort Lee and Fort Bragg to observe airdrop loads being prepared and dis-
cussions of the subject with the experienced and knowledgeable personnel
at these bases. Considerable quantities of data on current airdrop
experience was acquired and analyzed to determine which operations in
the pre aration procedure were the most time consuming. Also, a
series of malfunction reports were stuaied to determine the cause of
airdrop failures, the aim being that through conceptual design, the
failure rate can be materially reduced. The results of this review of
current prac.tices is outlined below.

a. Malfunction Analysis

In conducting a malfuncticnal analysis it may be
said that the reliability of the system is being assassed. The subject
has been researched and defitied under the reliability nomerclature and
a short discussion of reliability factors is inc..uded to provide an
insight as to the attributes looked for in cond&cting the malfunction
analysis. Reliability, per se, although an extremely important factor
in the achievement of a successful airdrop system, has not been used in
evaluating the different concepts at the conclusion of this report. There
is a twofold reason for this. First, in the conceptual phase, complexity
is believed to be a more meaningful criterion because the simpler the
design the better the opportunities are to make the system function
reliably, and second, reliability is greatly dependent upon detail design
for it iv possible to make the most complex systems reliable with proper
attentiotn to its design. In conceptual work, design details are lacking
but the complexity of the concept can be evaluated fairly readily, and
for these reasons, this criterion has been used in the evaluation scheme
rather than reliability.

(1) Reliability Factors

Airdrop system reliability (R.) in general can
be described as a function of two values: mechanical reliability (Rm),
and human reliability (RH). Rm is defined as the probability that ro
equipment malfunctions with the power to degrade mission success wi•l
occur during any phase of an airdrop operation, and Rli is similarly
defined as the probability that no degradation of mission success will
be caused by human error. If it is assumed that these measures are
independent, the following equation holds:

R =R xRH
s m H



For the purpc3es of this study, this is a suitable working definition
of Rs. However, it should be poinced out that these two variables are
not always completely independent, as an inappropriate manual operation,
such as overstressing a mechanical component. can precipitate an equip-
ment failure.

When the concept of the independence of Rm and
RH is adopted it iq assumed that Rm does not begin to affect system
reliability until extraction of the load from the aircraft is initiated.
At this point, the operator is no longer an integral part of the
system, and RH is not considered a contributor to system reliability
until retrieval operations are initiated. While the operator has no
control, mission success will be the result of each component performing
its proper function at the prescribed time and the values for reliability
of the individual elements must be obtained from test data or by analysis.
Mechanical reliability in a well designed system is ordinarily very
good. Therefore, the goal is to achieve an equally high value of human
reliability and, to a very considerable extent, this is a function of
the system configuration. For this reason, most of this discussion
deals with the human element in the airdrop rigging system and the bulk
of the effort will be directed towards the cargo preparation, loading,
and retrieval phases.

Human Reliability

As systems have become progressively more complex
the problem of Human Reliability (RH) investigation and quantification
has become increasingly important. Many techniques for prediction of RH
have been proposed, but at this time, most of these methods are unwieldy,
their cost effectiveness characteristics appear to he unfavorable, and
no particular technique is either universally applic:able or widely
accepted. Consequently, it is necessary to formuite an approach which
is tailored to the system under consideration and to justify that approach
with respect to the particular system.

Any critical human error (an operator action
which contributes to the degradation of systemn performance) can be
classified as either an error of omission or an error of commission. An
error of omission is defined as the failure oi a. operator to perform
a specified or require task, while an errvr of comzission can be further
broken do~a to one of the following th'ec categorius:

o The incorrec.. performance of a specified
or required task;

o The performance of a task out of the
specified or proper sequence:
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o The performance of a task that is not
specified or required under the system
operational procedures.

Of course, the occurrence of a human error fit-
t ing into the above classification scheme need not degrade the humn
reliability value for a system, since to adversely affect RH, the ,'rror
miust have some effect on system performance. For example, consider the
installation of a tie-down bolt, the specified terque for which is 150
ft-lbs. If the operator torques the bolt to 16() ft-lbs, he has commmite-d
an error. However, if his action in no way affects system performance,
he has not reduced the probability of system success, and his error is
considered noncritical.

Another aspect of human wror that must be con-
sidered is the attribute of reversibility. An error is said t;o be
reversible if it can be detected and negated before system performance
is adversely affected. It may be possible for the operator to detect
the error himself, particularly if the error consequence interferes with
subsequent system operational events, or the error may be detected 4n
the course of test or inspection routines,

Since the reversibility of an crror is primarily
a function of the design of associated equipment, the system design
group should consider the possibilities of introducing mechanical task
interferents which operate to prevent task completion when an error has
been committed. This approach is generally mcre rewarding in terms of
increased RH than inspections, because the nature of the inspection
process is such that it is susceptible to variations in personnel factors.
That is, an inspector can commit a critical error in failing to detect
a rigging or assembly errur that could affect RH. Nevertheless, the
inspection process is considered an important contributor to error
reversibility, and extensive inspections are desirable for new systems.

(2) Functional Analysiv

A Functional Acti-'ity is defined as a series of
manual operation* required during assembly, rigging and retrieval of
airdrop systems from platform preparation through removal of the payload
and rigging components from the drop zone. The Functional Activities
that comprise the standard airdrop system can be grouped into five main
categories:

Preparation of Components

Rigging of the :Load

Aircraft Operations

12



Dropping of the Load

Equipment Recovery

The Functional Activities contained in each of these categories and

their sequence of occurrence (where applicable ) were defined for the
airdrop of the 3/4 ton, 4 x 4 Emergency Repair Shop Truck. (Reference
1) This load is typical of a family of vehicles that are airdroppable
and serves as a good example of a functional activity breakdown. The
chart shown in Figure 1 illustrates the breakdown.

The events of the first category, Component
Preparation, are not sequentially relabed. However, the other four
events are to be performed in a prescribed sequence. It is irherent
in the assembly and rigging of an airdrop system that each major compon-
ent must be prepared prior to mating with other system components or
assemblies. The sequence in which the components are prepared (Component
Preparation) is not defined, i.e., the preparation of one prime compon-
ent is not a prerequisite for the preparation of another. In fact, it
is highly probable that the components will be pre-prepared and treated
as "shelf items" in assembling the delivery unit.

To qualitatively identify the primary sources
of human error by functional activity, failure reports abstracted from
the "Quarterly Airdrop Review and Malfunction Analysis" (April 1967 through
January 1968) were reviewed (reference I), and those failures attributed
to "Improper Procedures" were further classified by error source. If the
source of the error could not be stated with certainty, it was assigned
to the most probable functional category. It should also be pointed
out that some of the malfunctions listed as equipment failures could
have been prevented by adequate equipment inspection. These failures
were treated as human errors and were included in the distribution of
probable human errors in Figure 2.

Examination of the probable human error distri-
bution ittdicated that the major human errors occurred in preparing the
main or recovery and extraction parachutes. Since parachute packing is
not a port-ion of this study, the applicability of each of the functional
activities to this rigging study was determined. The functional activities
were rated in the order of most errors committed to least in Table i and
the percent of errors committed also was computed with the preparation
of the main and extraction parachutes activities eliminated. The function
activities were studied and their applicability to the present contract
determined. As can be seen, many of the high-error activities are not
within the scope of this program which indicates the -.esirability for
investigation into these functions.

13
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TABLE 1 . HUMAN ERRORS BY FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY

IPercent of Committed ErKorJ

Functional Without Applicable
i Activity _ITotal PackinR Chutes For Study

Prepare Main Chutes 25.7 No

Prepare Extraction Chutes 18.9 No

Rig Extraction System 12.2 22.0 Yes

Load Aircraft 8.4 15.2 No

Rig Release System 7.2 13.0 Yes

Rig Static Line 7.2 13.0 Yes

Rig Main Parachutes 5.5 9.9 Yes

Prepare Ground Disconnect 4.5 8.1 Yes

Rig Extraction Chute 3.0 5.4 Yes

Activate System 3.0 5.4 No

Prepare Platform/Honeycomb 1.7 3.1 Yes

Prepare Load/Vehicle 1.0 1.8 Yes

Lash Load to Platform 0.7 1.3 Yes

Pre-Drop Activity 0.5 .9 No

Position Extraction Chute 0.5 .9 Yes

I'. Lock In-Flight Restraint 0

Mark Load/Load Transporter 0

:Prepare Extraction Device 0

TOTAL 100.0 100.0
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b. Opinion Sampling

The opinions of individuals experien,'nd in airdrop
operations were solicited during the visitations at the Army bases. The
question was asked "what system changes do you feel would be most helpful
in reducing the time required to prepare a load for airdrop?" A ftw
suggestions were made pertaining to components in the current 3ystem and
in most instances engineering effort is already in process to improve
or correct these items. Several individuals that had given the matter
some serious thought expressed the need for a drive-on, drive-off capa-
bility for vehicular loads. Simplification of the restraint harness with
netting or some other substitute was sometimes suggested. Rigging on
load bearing platforms, in the few instances where this is practiced,
received favorable comment.

Very few specific suggestions resulted from these
inquiries, but the almost universal desire to have a drive-on, drive-off
capability for vehicular loads influenced the thought in the search for
new rapid rigging concepts.

3. Time Considerations

Using the functional activity flow chart as a guide the
required man-hours and skill levels by functional activity were deter-
mined in a detailed task analysis of the present airdrop rigging system
for the 3/4 ton emergency repair shop truck (reference I). This load
item was selected as a typical platform cargo item with sufficient com-
plexity indicative of vehicle-type cargoes. Only the preparation of
components, rigging of the load, and the aircraft operations were evaluated
in the task analysis, since dropping of the load activity is not a rigging
activity and insufficient data exists for the recovery activity. The
results of the task analyses are summarized in Table 2.

The total man-hours required to rig the 3/4 ton emergency
repair shop truck are 18.96, and 12.08 man-hours of this total are
required to prepare the main and extraction parachutes. Since this
rigging study is not considering packing the parachutes as an area of
investieation, the man-hours to rig this load are 6.88. The term "load
rigging" as used here includes some aircraft operations. To determine
the most time consuming events, the percent of time required for each
event was computed with the time to pack the main and extraction parachutes
deleted. These numerical values are listed in Table 3 with the most time
consuming event listed first.

17



TABLE 2 . MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENT FOR THE PRESENT
AIRDROP SYSTEM FOR THE 3/4 TON EMERGENCY REPAIR SHOP TRUCK

Functional Percent Percent *
Activityv t Man-Hours WO Chutes

Prepare Components
1. Prepare Platform .57 3.0 8.3

2. Prepare Truck 2.36 12.4 34.4

3. Prepare Main Parchutes 11.80 62.2 -

4. Prepare Extraction Device .03 0.2 0.5

5. Prepare Ground Disconnects .37 1.9 5.3

6. Prepare Extraction Parachute .28 1.5

Rig Load

1. Lash Load to Platform .93 4.9 13.6

2. Rig Main Parachutes .57 3.0 8.2

3. Rig Extraction System .19 1.0 2.8

4. Rig Release System .28 1.5 4.1

5. Position Extraction Parachute .01 0.04 0.1

6. Mark Load and Load on Transporter .28 1.5 4.0

Aircraft Operations

1. Load Aircraft .60 3.2 8.7

2. Lock Inflight Restraints .23 1.2 3.3

3. Rig Extraction Parachute .18 1.0 2.7

4. Rig Static Lines .13 1 0.7 2.0

5. Pre-Drop Activity .13 0.7 1.8

6. Activate System .02 0.1 0.2

TOTALS 18.96 100.0 100.0

* The "Prepare Main Parachutes" and "Prepare Extraction
Parachute" functional activities have been eliminated
from consideration.
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TABLE 3 . SUMMARY OF MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENT TO RIG
EMERGENCY REPAIR SHOP TRUCK (WITHOUT CHUTE PACKING)

Functional Percent Of Actual Applicable1
Activity Total Man-Hours Man-Hours To Stud~

Prepare Truck 34.4 2.36 Yes

Lash Load to Platform 13.6 .93 Yes

Load Aircraft 8.7 .60 1 No

Prepare Platform 8.3 .57 Yes

* Rig Main Parachutes 8.2 .57 Yes

Prepare Ground Disconnect 5.3 .37 Yes

Rig Release System 4.1 .28 Yes

Mark Load and Load Transporter 4.0 .28 Yes

Lock In-Flight Restraints 3.3 .23 No

Rig Extraction System 2.8 .19 Yes

Rig Extraction Parachute 2.7 .18 Yes

Rig Static Lines 2.0 .03 Yes

Pre-Drop Activity 1.8 .13 No

Prepare Extraction Device 0.5 .03 Yes

Activate System 0.2 .02 No

Position Extraction Parachute ' 0.1 * .01 Yes
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The most time consuming event is the preparation of the
• vehicle which includes the securing of numerous tnrck equipment and components
"S and installing of supports, straps and slings to prevent damage to the vehicle

on impact. This event consumes one-third of the rigging time (excluding

parachute preparation). Concepts seeking ways to improve this operation have
been pursued in the concept development section. One method of reducing the
time for this event is to develop a soft landing system which would reduce
the forces imposed at landing and elin.inate the need Lo secure various vehicle
components.

The applicability of each functional activity or event to this
rapid rigging system has been designated by a "'yes or no" in Table 3.

The major rigging functions of concern from a time consumption
standpoint are:

a. Preparing the Vehicle

b. Lashing the Load to the Platform

c. Preparing the Platform

d. Rigging the Main Parachutes

and concept investigations have been concentrated on these events.

20



B. Concept Discussions

I. General

During the course of the program, the greater portion of
the effort was spent on generating as many different concepts as possible
with the expectation that the numerous ideas would lead to the merging
of two or more into a workable system. It is to be understood that
some of the concepts have more merit than others. However, it is with
the possibility of merging and extending certain ideas that all concepts
are presented even though the present state of the art may make some
of them appear impractical or impossible. Many of the concepts have
shown potential in reducing the rigging time and increasing reliability
by reducing the number and difficulty of the tasks that must be per-
formed by rigging personnel. However, this simplification has sometimes
introduced new problems and )een achieved with an increase of cost and
weight.

Certain of the concepts presented have much more potential
for final development than others. Selected concepts will be analyzed
and evaluated in the Concept Evaluation Section. Much of the quantitative
information needed to evaluate the feasible concepts will necessarily be
estimates based upon past experience with similar systems and any other
available source of information. Nonetheless, the analysis will aid in
formulating the next steps that should be taken to arrive at the optimum
system.

2. Areas For Investigation

In the present airdrop system the philosophy of using
universal components and one basic system has been extended to allow air-
dropping numerous and varied equipment and supplies in the U. S. Army
inventory. This philosophy provides excellent flexibility to the present
airdrop system, since cargo items not detailed in a specific riggingmanual
can be rigged by following proper rigging procedures, applicable to any
airdrop item, through the application of the particular rigger's talents.
Skilled riggers are capable of achieving outstanding success in terms
of time-torig,reliability, and minimal melfunctions per airdrop item;
providea rapid rigging on an assembly-line basis is not required. Herein
lies a deficiency of the present airdrop system. Under combat or simulated
combat conditions,assembly-line rigging is requi-ed to rig the equipment
and supplies in the time frame allowed. The use of unskilled
personnel, lacking the proper training to efficiently and reliably rig

cargo items for airdrop, results in malfunctions which in many instances
are catastrophic. Discussions with rigging instructors at Ft. Lee
indicated many problems associated with training military personnel in the
field to rig airdrop items. Recent airdrop maneuvers in Italy revealed
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the extent of the malfunctions which result when assembly-line rigging
is used and unqualified personnel employed as riggers. In this operation
numerous items were damaged and some were lost due to improper rigging.

The need to minimize the human element involved in rigging
is quite cloar. The benefit gained by eliminating or simplifying the
personal attentioiL required to rig specific airdrop items - especially
vehicle-type and heavy weight cargoes - is sufficient to warrant the
development of new airdrop loads preparation methods.

An analyses of the man-hours required to perform specific
tasks for the present airdrop system revealed that the most time-consum-
ing items which can be effectively treated in this study are:

a. Preparing the vehicles,weapons or equipment
b. Lashing the load to the platform
c. Preparing the platform and energy dissipator
d. Rigging the parachutes on the load.

Vehicle preparation is the most time consuming event and
consists primarily of securing numerous parts of the vehicle with
supports, straps, slings, etc., to prevent damage to the vehiclý on
impact. Quite often components must be removed and stored elsewhere
on the vehicle to prevent damage. Lashing the load to the platform
consists of stowing ancillary equipmertt, positioning the load on
the platform and installing the lashings. The platform preparation
includes inspecting the platform, positioning the platform to start
rigging, and preparing and positioning the paper honeycomb on the
platform. The parachute rigging time increases as the number of para-
chutes used increases. The rigging items common to any number of
parachutes are: attaching and stowing the riser extensions, installing
the parachute stowage platform, placing the parachures on the stowage
platform, installing the deployment line, installing the "estraint strap
attaching the safety line to the extraction system, installing the
release strap, and safetying the release knife.

A considerable variety of concepts were considered
during the study each of them designed to improve conditions in one
or more of the major time consuming areas. The concepts considered
included increased use of containers, alternate energy dissipation
devices which would replace the current paper honeycomb materials,
the use of load bearing platforms, alternate means of restraining the
load to the platform, and different ways of rigging the parachutes to
the airdrop assembly. It was believed that a drive-on, drive-off capa-
bility for wheeled and tracked vehicles would constitute a marked improve-
ment and a considerable number of the concepts focused on providing this
feature. A corollary effect of this drive-on, drive-off feature is a
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reduction of the vehicle preparation trme which is a major goal of any
new system since this task currently consu:Res a major share of the
rigging time. Some concepts to eliminate force transfer were considered
because this simplifies the rigging preparations somewhat, and in
addition, promises other benefits especially where low altitude airdrops
are desirable. The problem of landing safely in high wind conditions
was also considered and some concepts specifica'y address this problem.
Various concepts embodying these goals are described in the section that
follows.

The presentation is divided into several subsections
depending upon the primary area of consideration. The major areas of
investigation have been Soft Landing, Restraint, and High Wind Conditions.
The contents as they are presented are not always complete systems.
However, it should be possible to comine them in such a way as to
synthesize complete systems. For instance, it may be desired to use
one of the restraint systems with standard impact attenuation or elimin-
ate the honeycomb energy dissipator and use standard lashing procedures
with an alternate energy dissipating concept. The number of combina-
tions is extensive and for this reason, the concepts for each area of
investigation have been presented individually.

-2
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C. Concept Descriptions

1. Soft Landing System

The term "soft landing" is defined in this context to mean
that the decelerations at ground impact are limited to the design val'les
expected under ordinary vehicle operational conditions. If this can be
accomplished, shoring-up "soft spots" of the vehicle plus some of
the vehicle preparations will not be necessary. The reasoning
here is that whenever the landing decelerations are such as to require
auxiliary support of the soft spots of the vehicle, special handling equipment
to lift and place the vehicle in place will be necessary and proceJures must
remain pretty much as they are at present, leaving little opportunity for
simplification of the airdrop loads preparation process. In contrast, if the
objective of a "soft landing" concept can be achieved, the vehicle would be
rolled or driven into position on the pallet, it would be secured with
appropriate rigging against fore and aft and lateral movement, and the para-
chutes would be attached to the pallet. This would complete the preparation
process and promises a significant simplification of the airdrop loads pre-
paration procedures. Likewise, derigging of the load would be simplified
for unfastening the restraints that secure the vehicle to the pallet is all
that is necessary to permit rolling or driving the vehicle from the pallet.

To achieve a "soft landing" it is necessary to make the
energy absorbers operate over a longer distance and at a reduced force as
compared to the current practice using honeycomb energy absorption material.
Theoretically, honeycomb materials could aslo be used to achieve a "soft
landing" by using taller stacks with reduced plan areas, but practically
its use in this manner is not feasible because the rigged height of the load
would exceed the limitations of the aircraft. This problem can be avoided
in concepts employing mechanical energy absorbers so that the rigged height
is no greater than, and in some instances is less than, the height of current
loads.

Some tests would be necessary to determine the deceleration
level that would qualify Ls a "soft landing" but an arbitrary value of 5
g's was chosen for these preliminary studies. Intuitively, this figure
seems to be in the correct range and subsequent studies are not expected
to alter this value any great amount. The descent velocity for the 87
loads most frequently airdropped and which range in weight from 2500 to
22,500 pounds, is nominally 25 fps. Using this velocity and a constant 5 g
deceleration for all loads, the kinetic energy at impact is:
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KE = 1/2 MV

W 2

= 1/2 - (25.0)2
g

= 312 WIg ft-lb.

If the energy dissipattr generates a constant force
of 5 g's, the stroke (S) required to dissipate 312 W/g ft-lb of energy
is

S =KEF

312W

9
5W

-312 1.94 ft.
(5) (32.2)

23.3

In the designs subsequently described, a stroke of
24 inches has been used because it is realized that all impact
velocities are not identical and sometimes the attitude of the assembly
at impact will cause the energy dissipating system to behave differently
from the ideal action. When this happens, the full value of the
deceleration force will not be realized at the instant of initial ground
contact. A dynamic analysis of the motion of the assembly at ground im-
pact can be made to predict the required stroke more precisely, but
for these preliminary studies, an arbitrary stroke of 24 inches has
been chosen.
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a. Mechanical Soft Landing Systems

(1) Folding Cup Energy Dissipator

cet ,'ne of the mechanical energy dissipation con-
cepts is a telescoping tube where the force required to move one 'ube
inside the other is controlled at a constant value by thu action of a
folding cup. The energy absorbers would be fastened along the adge
of a load bearing platform so that the required decelerating forne could
be evenly distributed.

Figure 3 is a drawing of the energy absorber
unit. It uonsists of a 4.50 inch upper tube arranged to guide the
sliding motion of a 3.60 inch inner tube. Sliding motion is restrained
by a folding cup so any relative motion between the two tubes is

( accompanied by a rolling or folding action in the cup. The cup is
made of mild steel .050 inches thick which, for the configuration
sIown, will require a force (F) of aoout 7,500 pounds to induce the
folding action. The total stroke (S) available is 24 inches (2 feet)
so that the energy (E) required to stroke the insidL, tube through
the total range Is:

E S XF

= 2 X 7,500

15,000 ft-lbs.

The design theory of energy absorbers of this
type has become well established and their performance can be predicted
with a good degree of certainty. A- interesting application of such a

2 design haa been sponsored by the Department of Transportation for use
as crash barriers where the possibility of a head-on collision exists,
as for in3tance, at the dividing point of a highway. --he barrier rail
is supported by two energy absorbers of the type Dremosed here except
that the stroke is 55 inchas instead of the 24 in'es proposed for this
design. These energy absorbers are reusable for tie cup will fold both
ways and a resetting tool can be provided that would reset each energy
absorber. The number of times the unit can be reset is limited,
however, because the cup tends to work harden af,:er a number of cycles
and must be replaced. The allowable number of cycles depends upon the
design configuration and the naterials and would be determined by
experimentation, but somewhere between 5 and 10 cycles :n'ght be expected.
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These energy absorbers applied to a 24 foot pallet on
which an M-34, "'-1/2 ton truck has been rigged is illustrated in Figure 4.
The left-hand vi: - shows the pallet rigged for the airdrop. The right-hand
view shows the assembly suspended on the parachutes with the energy absorbers
extended and latched in place ready for landing. A quick-connect arrangement
would be provided for attaching the energy absorbers to the extendable frame
so they can be removed from the assembly for resetting and provide" unencumbered
access to the pallet during the rigging of the load. The vehicle would be
rolled or driven onto the pallet and the harness attached to restrain the
vehicle against fore and aft and lateral movement. The er.ergy absorbers would
then be installed and the parachutes attached and placed on the load. This
would constitute the rigging task except for preparation of the vehicle, but
here too, the task would be simplified because the "soft landing" would
eliminate the need for several special precautions such as securing the
battery box, removing the muffler and tail pipe, installing the engine straps,
etc. A load bearing pallet or platform would be required which is capable of
survi•-i•g, without damage, the 5g loads expected at landing. Twelve energy
dissipator assemblies would be required to dissipate the energy in a 20,000
pound airdrop load. If a twenty-four foot pallet is used, the dissipators would
be located at four foot intervals on either side of the pallet. The number of
units and spacing must be adjusted to suit the load which is a negative feature
of the concept. The parachutes would be attached directly to the platform.
Figure 4 illustrates various features of the concept.

An extendable frame is shown to which the
energy absorbers are secured. A design for this frame is the only part
of the concept that is difficult to project at this time. It is
believed that a frame of fairly substantial design that would act as a
skid to prevent the ends of the energy absorbers from digging into the
ground would suffice. The edges of this skid would be rounded to
enhance its ability to skim over the ground. The horizontal component
of motion of the assembly at touchdown will produce side loads in the
energy absorbers of appreciable magnitude, particularly in high winds
and soft ground situations. Connecting all of the energy absorbers with
a frame will distribute these side loads to a number of units so that
the design for this condition remai.ns reasonable. Some experimental
work probably would be required to settle the configuration of this part
of the design, expecially since weight is a consideration. Filling the
center of this frame with a panel can be envisioned and the advantages
it would provide in stiffness and protection during skids can be readily
appreciated. However, this would add weight which is to be avoided if
a frame-type construction would suffice. The extendable frame would be
latched to the pallet for ground operations and handling in the airplane.
When the main parachutes are deployed, these latches would be released
and the frame with the energy absorbers attached would extend due to the
gravity force. At the extended position, the energy absorbers auto-
(tatically lock so that at groand impact any movement of the inner tube
relative to the outer tube is resisted by the folding cup.
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This concept possesses many of the attributes
looked for in a rapid r4 Ing concept and if it were converted to a
practical operating syst , it would provide a simpler and much more
rapid method of preparing and retrieving the airloads. The different

=omponents of this ystem are all based upon pr ven principles and are
entirely feasible. If the overall system can be made to operate as
conceived, then a feasible system with rapid airdrop loads preparation
properties can be realized. However, chere is a price that must be paid
for all this convenience, and there are a few operational characteristics
that need further study. The price that must be paid is the weight of
the airdrop equipment. For instance, a load bearing platform is proposcd
which must necessarily be heavier than the pallets used in current practice.
Also, the energy absorbers are heavier than the honeycomb materials

currently used for this purpose. A preliminary but conservative estimate
of the increase in the rigged weight of the M-34 2-1/2 ton truck is 7%
or 1260 pounds.

From a functional viewpoint the possibility of
problems in three areas is recognized and the system needs to be analyzed
more completely to determine if indeed problems exist, and if they do,
the severity of the problems. First, the "soft landing" decelerations
were estimated from elementary calculations and ideal conditions. Dynamic
analyses along with some mock-up simulated drops should be performed with
the airload at different attitudes and various hurizontal velocities in
order to determine the performance of the assembiy during impact. A second
concern would be the increased tendency for the load to overturn because
the c.g. is at a greater heigh. when initial contact with the giound occurs.
This increase in the height to the c.g. is not as much as it tight
appear in the illustrations because the rigged height in the "soft landing"
concept is less than in the current system. The reas;on for this is that
the c.g. of the truck is elevated 8 to 12 inches above its natural location
when it is positioned on the honeycomb. In the "soft landing'scheme,
the c.g. is at its natural location but the pallet is thicker than the
current units. When all allownaces are accounted for, the overall increase
in the distance from the ground to tie c.g. of the load at initial ground
contact would be 10 tr 13 inches. A third problem is matching the energy
dissipator to the loaa, The force level of the folding cup dissipator is
not adjustable so the number of dissipator assemblies employed must be
varied to suit the load. This is similar to current procedures where the
honeycomb pattern is varied to suit the load, a procedure that should be
avoided if possible.

(2) Spring Motor Energy Dissipator

A concept based upon the use of a negator spring
motor is illustrated in Figure 5. The theory and the configuration of
the equipment is identical to the Nrevious concept except chat the fold-
ing c,.p energy absorbers are replaced uith the negator spring motor devices.
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Designs based on available standard components indicate that more spring
motors will be needed than folding cups to dissipate equal amounts of
energy. Indications are that roughly twice as many spring motors as fold-
ingcups would be needed to accomplish identical tasks so 20 to 24 spring
m-tors would be needed to soft land a 20,000 pound airdrop load. The
motors are located along the edge of the pallet and operate individual
arms or struts. These arms would be positioned and latched in an upright
position during the rigging and handling phases. When the main parachutes
deploy during the airdrop, the latch(s) are released which permi':s these
arms to rotate to the extended position. The extended position is an
attitude of about 45 degrees from the horizontal. The arms are joined
together with a structural element resembling the runner on a sled as in
the folding cup design. This will inhibit the tendency for digging
into the ground. As the load settles toward the ground following initial
contact, the arms fold up, but this motion is resisted by the spring
motors and the kinetic energy in the airdrop assembly is arrested by the
work performed by the spring motors. The arresting force in this concept
theoretically is non-linear due to the changing attitude of the arms with
respect to the pallet. However, it is close enough to being constant
to comprise a feasible scheme.

The same arguments pro and con can be made for
this scheme as for the folding cup approach. In comparison to the folding
cup approach it is heavier and a bit more complex. However, it would not
be as likely to overturn because the configuration of the spreading arms
give it a considerably wider base in contact with the ground, although
satisfactory performance under high horizontal velocity conditions must
still be confirmed.

(3) Direct Undrawn Nylon Suspension

Undrawn nylon ropes were used on the EXIARP air-

drop program as a force attenuator to reduce the peak loadings on the
riser extension and suspension slings. Sufficient energy was absorbed
during elongation of the undrawn nylon lines to decrease the line tension
forces to acceptable levels. During previous investigations of undrawn
nylon, numerous static tensile tests were conducted to obtain stress-
strain type data. This data is plotted as force-versus-percent elongation
in Figure 6, and compared to similar data for paper honeycomb in the same
figure. Assuming that undrawn nylon strands are operational to 225%
elongation, the energy absorption capability of undrawn nylon is three
times greater than paper honeycomb. Actual airdrop tests conducted at
NAF El Centro, California have confirmed the static tensile test results,
and proven that undrawn nylon is operational beyond 225% elongation.
The desirable characteristics of undrawn nylon as an energy absorber indicate
that this material could replace paper honeycomb, provided a feasible
concept could be developed which utilized these capabilities.
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Several concepts were investigated in an
attempt to apply undrawn nylon to a rapid rigging system. In one of
the concepts studied, undrawn nylon lines were attached from a rigid
structure, mounted on each side of the platform, to the axles of the
cargo vehicle as shown in Figure 7. (For study purposes a wheeled
vehicle was considered, since this cargo item is the most difficult to
work with in designing a feasible sy-tem.)

The vehicle is elevated above the platform to
allow sufficient distance for the undrawn nylon lines to elongate and
absorb energy. The forces developed by the undrawn nylon lines during
elongation must be carried by the structure along each side of the
vehicle. This requires the platform to be reinforced to withstand the
reaction forces at the support of the strý,cture. Some of the advantages
of this system are:

(1) Paper honeycomb is eliminated.

(2) The rigging time is reduced by using netting
type tiedowns. Also, the time required to
prepare and position the paper honeycomb is
eliminated.

Some of the disadvantages are:

(1) The elongatiorn required to obtain the desired
energy absorption is 225%, resulting in the
cargo being elevated several inches above the
platform. This could cause the cargo to over-
turn on impact.

(2) The undrawn nylon is not reuseable. This could
become a major cost consideration, especially
in training operations.

(3) The force required to initially elongate the
undrawn nylon lines is low, resulting in the
possibility of elongation of the lines during
flight maneuvers.
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(4) All the impact load is transmitted through the
vehicle suspension system.

(5) Undraim nylon has a tendency to become unstable
after extended storage. Some material has
deteriorated to such an extent that it falls
apart upon handling after a few yýars storage.

The energy absorption capability of the undrawn
nyloin was analyzed for a 50,000 pound cargo to determine the size,
quantity and length of lines needed. Calculations show that 178 lines,
6 inches long and 1 inch in diameter, would absorb all of the impact
energy after 225% elongation. This would require the cargo to be
elevated 2.25 feet above the platform. The feasibility of attaching this
many one-inch lines to four or six suspension points is unrealistic.
Even though the properties of undrawn nylon are desirable and useful, the
direct suspension concept does not appear to be a feasible means of
utilizing these properties.

(4) Indirect Undrawn Nylon Suspension

In an attempt to resolve the problems involved
with the direct suspension undrawn nylon concept, seve:al indirect sus-
pension designs were investigated. Transverse and longitudinal indirect
suspension systems are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Each concept eliminates
attaching numerous lines to a single connection point. This is accom-
plished by using a load spreading device consisting of webbing and wooden
members which support the cargo. The undrawn nylon lines are attached to
the webbing and a support structure. In these designs the impact load
is uniformly transmitted from the cargo to the energy absorption system.

A means of removing the structural supports for
the energy dissipation system must be provided to achieve a drive-oC-f
capability. To minimize the tiedown rigging, a tiedown cover as
depicted in Figure 9 could be used.

Preliminary analysis indicates that wood could
be used as the material for the structural st.pports, but these members
would be of considerable size. The design does appear feasible though
not practical. In conclusion, the cost and complexities of the concept
are of sufficient extent to eliminate this concept from zerious con-
sideration.
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(5) Collapsible Leg Concept

Another method proposed for soft landing is the
collapsible leg concept illustrated in Figure 10. Hydraulic shock
absorbers are mounted horizontally in a load bearing pallet and connec-
ted through a bell-crank mechanism to legs extending from the bottom of
the pallet. During flight and the extraction phase, the legs are stored
inside the pallet. As the cargo descends, the legs rotate out from the
pallet and lock in place. When the legs impact the ground they are
rotated back into the pallet while puching on the horizontally mounted
shock absorbers. The large ratio of the leg lengths (approximately 9:1)
allows the use of extremely high force short stroke shock absorbers.
Preliminary calculations for a 20,000 pound load indicates that eight
2 inch diameter, 2 inch stroke shock absorbers rated at 47,000 in-lb
each would be sufficient to achieve a "soft landing". Shock absorbers
of this size and rating are commercially available as off-the-shelf
items.

There are several possible variations of the
basic concept depending upon how the legs fold out. The technique shown
in Figure 10 allows the legs to drop into position and lock in place.
The legs can be tied together by independent skids or by a complete
"underpallet". A second technique would be to rotate the legs outward
-o from the pallet as shown in Figure 11. The second method could not be
used with a complete underpallet but must employ skids. The outward
rotation creates a wid':c impact configuration but the load must be

oriented into the wind so that the horizontal velocity at impact is
parallel to the skids.

The collapsible leg concept allows soft landing
with the use of hydraulic shock absorbers without the column-failure
problems associated with long strokes and high length/diameter ratios.

In addition, the use of adjustable or, better yet, self metering shock
absorbers would allow closer regulation of the deceleration force fur
various weight loads. On the other hand, the collapsible leg concept
faces the same high c.g. disadvantages as the folding cup and spring
motoL concepts, i.e., tip-over in high horizontal velocity wind conditions.

(6) Steel Ribbon Concept

This soft landing system illustrated in Figure 12
is similar to the collapsible leg concept in that shock absorbers are
mounted horizontally under a load bearing pallet. The stock absorbers
are connected to two sliding side rails through a roller and flexible
steel ribbotL. Upon impact, the side rails are driven upward pulling on
the shock abs_Žrbers. Preliminary calculations show that for a 20,000
lb. load, 12 shock absorbers rated at 155,000 in-lb each, are needed,
and to transmit these shock obsorber forces to the side rails, steel
ribbons .015 inches thick and 3.0 inches wide would be required.
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While in the aircraft, the side rails are
stored in a retracted position next to the cargo, After extraction,
return springs in the shock absnrbers pull the side rails down into
position. A skid surface is mounted on the front of the pallet so that,
with proper orientation, sliding of the platform will be facilitated
under high wind conditions. The aft end of the pallet consists of two
cross members that help to support the side rails. These cross members
swing open to allow drive-on-diive-off capability.

Because the action on the shock absorbers is
one of pulling rather than pushing, t00 "steel ribbon" concept allows
the use of long str ke shock absorbers •ithout the column bending prob-
lems associated with long compression strokes. The ribbons serve as a
compact means of effecting a 900 change in the directicn cf tile decel-
eratioai forces. The length of the pallet coild be controlled by adding
or subtracting sections and adjustable shock absorbers would allow the
same components to be used for all weights of nargo. However, the high
c.g. configuration again presents the tip-over •roblem as well as the
necessity of proper nose-first orientation. For these reasons the
feasibility of the system is doubtful.
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B. Rocket Powered Soft Landing Systems

1. Skirt Jet Principle

The use of rockets in a soft landing system has great
appeal because of the possibility of storing a large source of energy
in a relatively small volume. One concept considered is the Jet
Curtain Retardation System shown in Figure 13. The system consists of
a series of several rocket nozzles mounted around the perimeter of the
load. When the cargo approaches the ground the rockets fire, decelera-
ting the load through retro-rocket action as well as creating and main-
taining a plenum chamber within the curtain. This added bonus of the
air cushion increases the effectiveness of the rockets and supplies a
ground effect action similar to a hover-craft.

Development and testing of such a system was undertaken
by Northrop Corporation ir, 1965. A test vehicle weighing 1100 lb. and
42 inches in diameter was decelerated from velocities of 13-20 fps to
around 3 fps with 3.3 lb. of propellant. Tlhe existence of the hover
effect generated by the rocket curtain was substantiated and measured
during test drops from heighLs of 4.5 to 7 feet.

The test data on this style equipment is limited, but an
estimate of airdrop requirements can be obtained based upon weight and
energy scaling. lThe test model had a nominal burn time of .050 seconds
for its 3.3 lb. propellant chaL'ge. Tn one test, the rockets were
initiated when the test vuhicle had a velocity of 17 fps at a height of
20 inches. Burnout occurred at a height of 14 inches and a velocity of
6 fps. The deceleration experienced during this test was

vF2 - vo2 (6)2. (17)2

2S 2(.5)
2

= 252 ft/sec = 7.82 g's

This is close to the goal ot 5 g's that the equipment is expected to
withstand and only a small adjuscment would be necessary to meet this
goal.

For large scale systems, Northrup has suggested individual
rocket segments weighing five pounds each and containing 2.5 pounds
of propellant. These segments would be combined into a long chamber
running the length or width of the platform and having several nozzles
as shown in Figure 14. Each segment would produce a total impulse of
630 pound-secunds. If the system is designed for a constant 5 g
deceleration, a burn tim- of .155 seconds is required to decelerate the
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load from a velocity of 25 fps to zero. If the propellant grain is
designed to produce 630 pound-seconds of impulse in .155 seconds, the
rocket thrust would be 4060 pounds. The forces required to decelerate
various weight loads from 25 fps at a constant deceleration of 5 g's
along with the estimated number of rocket units required are shown in
Table 4.

TABLE 4. ROCKETS NEEDED TO SOFT LAND VARIOUS LOADS

Total Average No. Of Rocket Total
Payload Decelerating Units At 4060# Rocket

Force Thrust Weight
(lb)_ , (Ib) _(Lb)

5,000 25,000 7 35
10,000 50,000 13 65
15,000 75,000 19 95
20,000 100,000 25 125

This is a preliminary estimate of rocket requirements
and the result is quite favorable. The concept would require a load
bearing platform and a drive-on, drive-off capability can be envisioned.
If this is combined with a simplified restraint system, the overall
arrangement is quite favorable as a rapid rigging concept. It would
necessitate the use of an accurate ground sensor to initiate the rockets
at about 2.0 feet above the ground. The short distance to the ground,
however, might make a mechanical sensor feasible which would be very
accurate and should be inexpensive.

2. Sky-Hook Principle

Another rocket technique is the Sky Hook Decelerator.
The principle is illustrated in Figure 15. The cargo and parachutes
are connected through a pulley system to which two rockets are attached.
When the system approaches the ground, the rockets fire, pulling the
parachutes down and the cargo up. Just before impact, the upward
velocity of the cargo is equal to the downward velocity of the system
so that the cargo touchdown velocity is zero.
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As a single example, consider a 20,000 pound
cargo falling at 25 fps and retarded by six G-llA parachutes. Assume
that each chute is a 60 foot diameter hemisphere and that, because of
the compressibility of air, the effective mass of the air in each chute
is 1/3 the total mass confined. Thus, for six chutes, the total
effective mass is 278 slugs and the mass of the cargo is 625 slugs.
Taking into account the added force generated by the parachutes because
of the increased velocity after the rockets fire, the equations of
motion for the two bodies are

20D A(xp)2F

MCD 2F (parachute)PO P 2

M x = 2F (load)c c

where: M = initial effective mass of parachtges and airp0

CD = drag coefficient of chutes

A = total projecLed area of chutes

p = density of air

S= acceleration of chutes
P
t = time

M c= mass of cargo
C

ox = acceleration of cargo

F = thrust of rockets

p = velocity of parachute

P



Solution of these differential equations shows that
two rockets with a thrust of 15,500 pounds each burning for 1.40 seconds
will reduce the velocity of the 20,000 pound cargo from 25 fps to zero
in a distance of 17.5 feet. The parachute in the meantime, will increase

in velocity to about 31 fps and travel a distance of about 42 feet. The
distance between the parachute and the load will decrease about 24.5 feet
in the 1.40 seconds which is quite reasonable. The rockets would acquire
a maximum outward velocity of about 42 fps which could be arrested by the
cables so they would stay attached to the load and a possible safety
hazard would be avoided.

This concept would employ a load bearing platform, a

drive-on, drive-off vehicle capability, and a simplified restraint
system to provide a good solution to the rapid rigging problem. It, like
the jet curtain, would require the use of an accurate ground sensor
to initiate the rockets at a distance of about 17.5 feet above the
ground. The de-eleration forces generated by the rockets in this example

are very small, about 0.5 g's. If the rocket thrust were increased the
cargo deceleration would increase and actuation of the process could
begin close enough to the ground to make a mechanical sensor feasible.
This system is quite simple in concept and early experiments of the
principle could be made using current airdrop equipment.

3. Parachute Retrorocket Airdrop System

A soft landing concept based upon the use of retrorockets

is illustrated in Figure 16. This concept is based upon the idea of the

PRADS system (Parachute Retrorocket Airdrop System) which may b2 developed

in the near future. The idea is to fire a set of rockets as the airdrop

nears its landing location. These rockets will generate a thrust force
that can be used to rapdily diminish the descent velocity just before

touchdown. Theoretically the descent velocity can be reduced almost to
zero just before touchdown so that a soft landing will result. The degree

of control required to assure a soft landing may prove to be difficult,
but this situation should be monitored as the system progresses through

development to determine if precise control of the touchdown velocity is

feasible. If a positive answer is obtained, the buaefits derived from

simplification of the rigging procedures could overshadow the primary
reason for current system development.

The concept involves the same approach as the previous two

rocket assisted designs. In this instance, however, initiation of the

rockets occurs at a greater height because smaller parachutes are used
and descent velocities are higher at time of rocket firing (this is a

characteristic of the PRADS system). A sensor vill be developed which

will work at the proper height. Accuracy requirements for this height

sensor may be more rigid for soft landing than conventional PRADS and

this aspect of the problem must be studied as information on the PRADS
system becomes available.
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c. Miscellaneous Soft Landing Systems

(1) No-Force Transfer System

A No-Force Transfer Concept was investigated
based upon the premise that elimination of the force transfer event
would 3implify the extraction system and airdrop sequence thus improv-
ing overall performance. In essence the system eliminates force
transfer by positioning the energy dissipator at the end of the cargo
as shown in Figure 17. It was realized that vehicular loads are not
intended to absorb impact in this direction but it was felt that if a
"soft landing" could be achieved, the cargo would sustain tha landing
deceleration forces.

As a first estimate, an energy dissipator
system based on paper honeycomb was studied. Several types of honey
comb were examined with energy absorbing characteristics from 1460 to
5960 ft-lb/ft at average stresses of 2100 to 8500 lb/ft 2 respectively.
Based on a strain of 70 percent, the height of honeycomb for any of
the honeycomb materials and any cargo weight is about 2.75 ft. The
critical parameter is the stress area. This condition simplifies the
design of the decelerator because it will be possible to use standardized
units of honeycomb.

One concept for such a system is illustrated

in Figure 18. A load spreader which is attached to the cargo is divided
into grid sections of one square foot each so that the standard honey-
comb units can be set in place. The weight of the cargo does not have

an effect on the total required stroke since the deceleration of 5 g's is
held constant. For a given honeycomb material and assuming an average
cr.-ushing force, the only factor that changes for different cargoes is
the stress area. 3 For instance, considering a honeycrmb material rated
at 2470 ft-lb/ft at an average stress of 3500 lb/ft", a 5000 lb cargo
repuires a stress area of 7.1 ft 2 , a 10,000 lb cargo will require 14.3
ft ., etc. Thus, by adjusting the number of honeycomb units, the desired
stress area can be obtained for any cargo. The same load spreader could
be used for all cargoes and the number of honeycomb units and their loca- /
tions could be color or number coded in the spreader grid itself to
simplify rigging. /

A principal concern with the concept is pro-

tecting the cargo.) as it tips over from its nose or tail down landing
orientation. Several possible methods are illustrated in Figures 19,20 &2/f.
Figure 19 shows how roll bars can be used to prevent the cargo from
directly impacting the ground. Figure 20 presents a modification of /
the simple roll bar in that a cover of some light but strong corrugatcI
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material such as aluminum or glass filled plastic is mounted over the
roll bars. The covering would present a larger surface area in contact
with the ground and prevent the roll bars from sinking into soft soil
or sand. Both systems have a sufficient radius to aid in rolling the
cargo to the proper drive-off orientation. A third possibility is shown

in Figure 21 and consists of a blanket of energy absorbing foam placed
over the cargo and held in place by a net. The net could be drawn down
tight and used to supply a great deal of the required vertical restraint.

All of the above systems are designed for a
random toppling of the cargo. If the payload can always be made to

topple in the direction of the wheels, the suspension system of the
vehicle can be used to absorb some of the energy. Figures 22 and 23

illustrate two possible techniques for tipping the payload in the de-
sired direction. The use of a wedge shaped dissipator is shown in
Figure 22 . The angle is greatly exaggerated in the drawing but shows
how a wedge shaped cover used on the standard load spreader discussed
earlier could be used to bias the tipping direction. The system shown

in Figure 23 is similar to the wedge system,only the tipping moment

is supplied by a rigid section in one side of the dissipator. The stiff
member is designed so that it prevents continued crushing of one side
of the dissipator after nearly all of the kinetic energy is absorbed.
As the unsupported side continues to deflect, the cargo topples in the
direction of the crushing motion.

From the standpoint of energy absorbtion it is
most desirable to have the cargo topple onto the wheels. Considering
a 20 foot long 20,000 pound load (2-1/2 ton truck), the kinetic energy

of the toppling carao is about 130,000 foot-lbs. Considering a combined

spring rate for tires and suspension system of 3660 lb/in for each wheel
and an allowable deflection of 8 inches, the energy absorbed is 77,700
ft-lb. If the additional 52,300 ft-lb could be absorbed through about
6 inches of honeycomb, the average decelerating force could be reduced
to around 5.5 g's.

In addition to the toppling problem and the
added weight and number of components to solve it, the no force transfer
concept possesses some other drawbacks. Higher opening shocks of longer
time duration will probably result, and the use of larger parachutes
such as the 135 foot flat circular parachute being developed could result
in excessive extraction and/or suspension forces. Also the addition of
an energy dissipator to the forward end of the cargo would reduce the
quantity of load items which could be placed in the aircraft cargo com-
partment not to mention the unanswered question of whether a vehicle
can withstand the end-first decelerations.
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These problems cast devibt on the feasibility
of the concept, at least for moderate to heavy vehicular loads. However,
the system appears to be very well suited to containerized supply loads
and perhaps some light vehicles and for this reason it should not be
completely disregarded.

(2) Yo-Yo Concept

A novel idea that was considered is the "Yo-Yo"
concept shown in Figure 24 which is somewhat similar to the Sky-Hook
Concept. An elastic section (extension springs, etc.) is mounted between
the parachute and the cargo such that under normal descent conditions
the section has considerable slack. At the proper instant the cargo is
allowed to separate from the parachutes and fall with only enough resis-
tance to keep the chutes inflated. The falling cargo stretches the
elastic section until the separation velocity reaches zero. At this
point the elastic section pulls the chutes and cargo together and the
cargo touches down as its closing velocity relative to the parachutes,
equals the downward velocity of the parachutes. Touchdown is thus,
accomplished at a zero decent velocity, relative to the ground.

Preliminary calculations for a 20,000 pound load
show that for the system to function and give an upward cargo velocity
of 25 fps relative to the parachutes, the elastic section must have
a spring constant of 3100 lb/ft and be deflected 10 feet by the time the
cargo free falls 31 feet. Although the system is theoretically possible,
several problems must be overcome before it could become operational.
Finding an elastic system that could supply the necessary spring force
and deflection characteristics and still be light and compact could be
a problem. In addition, the system would need a sensitive and accurate
ground sensing device because timing is critical for proper operation.
Also, the spring assembly would require tuning or matching to each load
which could be a troublesome operational feature. Its advantage is
conceptual simplicity and for tl.is reason it merits consideration.
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2. Restraint Concepts

Another major area of investigation was the techniques
used to restrain the cargo during ground handling, flight, drop and
impact. At present, the cargo is lashed to the pallet with cotton or
nylon straps which entails both considerable time and skill. Any
method that could reduce the weight, size, complexity or number of
restraint devices needed for rigging airdrop loads would be of signi-
ficance. Included in the following section are a number of restraint
techniques that were given consideration during the study.

a. Containers

The use of a container to house an airdrop cargo

would provide several improvements over the present rigging system.
the rigging of the extraction, and suspension parachute systems would
be simplified resulting in cost and time savings and improved reliability.
However, the need for internal restraint between the container and the
cargo to prevent relative motion becomes a critical problem.

To determine the present state of the art for con-
tainer development an investigative study was conducted. Numerous
reports and publications such as "Container News" were reviewed to
determine the adaptability of containers to airdrop. Containers are
used for shipping and handling supplies in an efficient manner. For
supply type loads the present airdrop rigging system has utilized this
containerization principle. However, the adaptability of vehicles co
containerization would require extensive research. Conclusions about
containerization for airdrop were somewhat negative but because of the
many possible advantages, the following concepts are presented with the
hope thac they may spark continued investigation in this area.

(1) Viscous Fluid Container

In this concept the cargo is placed inside a
container filled with a very viscous fluid which dampens response to
container motions. In effect the cargo is contained in its own artifi-
cial "womb". The concept is technically feasible on a small scale and
some delicate instrumentation is protected in this manner. However, the
weight of fluid required to package large vehicles would be exorbitant
not to mention sealing problems. Unless a major advance in the state-
of-the-art produces an extremely light, highly viscous fluid, the con-
cept appears to be totally unfeasible.
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(2) Airbags Encapsulated in a Container

This concept is illustrated in the artist's
sketch of Figure 25 . Small air bags are positioned between the cargo
and the walls of the container housing the cargo and air bags. The
purpose of the air bags is to provide the necessary in-flight restraint
and to prevent cargo damage on impact. The use of the container to
enclose the cargo would provide attachment points for the extracticn and
suspension lines.

Some of the advantages of using this technique are:

1. The tiedown lashings and all the hardware associated with
the tiedowns are eliminated.

2. The use of a container allows easy connection for the sus-
pension and extraction lines.

3. A readily available location for the parachutes is provided
by the container's flat surface.

Some of the disadvantages are:

1. The system cost can be greater due to the high cost of
the air bags and container.

2. The container and air bag weight will be heavier than
the present rigging components.

3. A large container structure is required to withstand
the loadings imposed.

4. The retrieval characteristics of the system are poor. A
large residue will result and the air bags must be removed
from the underside of the vehicle to allow removal of
vehicles from the container.

5. Inflation of the air bags requires additional new equip-
ment to be included in the airdrop inventory

6. Some sort of energy dissipator may still be needed because the
air bags would have a tendency to cause rebound.

7. Altitude differential causes pressure changes in bags
resulting in varying restraint.
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The weight and cost of this approach would be
rather high. Also excessive rebound action is likely upon impact, which
could result in a damaged cargo. The idea is not considered feasible.

(3) Foam-in-Place Restraint

Another concept was the use of foam-in-place
restraint for the cargo. One such system is illustrated in Figure 26.
Two containers are formed at either end of the vehicle. An adjustable
load spreader is positioned for the specific vehicle under consideration,
tie-down bars are set in place and dense rigid foam material pumped into
the cavities. The volume of foam required for most cargoes will be on
the order of 30-60 cubic feet. Assuming that the foam density is on the
order of 5 lb/ft 3 , the weight of foam needed will be about 300 pounds
and there are portable machines available that can mix and pump foam
at rates up to 100 pounds per minute. It appears that this system
could provide a rapid means of rigging using equipment that i's eurrently
in use in industry. After the foam has set up, the tie-down bars can be
tightened down. The foam is held in place by teeth along L,!e walls of
the containers and, if necessary, a lip at the top of the container.
The tiedown bars are held in place by plates. The foam supplies fore
and aft restraint while the tie-dmwn bars prevent the cargo from moving
away from the pallet. If the upward restraint force must be 4 g's and
six tie-down bars are used, the force on each for a 20,000 pound load is
13,300 pounds. If the plate area is 225 in 2 , the compressive stress in
the foam is 59 psi. Conmercial foams of around 2.4 lb/ft 3 density are
available with compressive strengths of 60 psi. If compressive strength
can be increased by perhaps increasing the density, smaller or fewer
tie-downs can be used.

Some of the problems associated with the

system are:

1. Increased weight

2. Increased machinery required for rigging.

3. Retrieval characteristics are poor because of a large
derigging time and the problem of disposing of the
residue.

All in all it does not appear that the above
system would have much advantage over the current rigging system. The
plastic will require some cure time and various climatic conditions may
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I
have effectc on the density and strength of the foam. For these reasons
the feasibility of the concept is questionable.

(4) Vacuum Packing

Several methods of aplying vacuum packing tech-
niques were considered:

1. Restraining the cargo to the pallet

2. Supporting weak items such as windshield, muffler, tail
pipes, etc.

3. Rigidizing loose cargo such as boxes of food, ammunition, etc.

Cargo restraint would be achieved by completely
enclcsing the cargo and pallet in a plastic coated fabric bag and drawing
a vacuum. If all the slack could be taken up, the vertical restraint
would be equal to the sum of the pressure differential acting over the
cargo and pallet area plus the strength of the bag material acting
through its total cross-section.

Cor• idering a 20,000 pound cargo on a 8' x 20'
pallet, if a 5 psi pressure differential is drawn on the bag, the force
acting to restrain the cargo to the pallet is 115,000 pound or about
5.75g's. A vehicle may be able to withstand this constant force but
it must be remembered that these conditions exist at ground level. If
an unpressurized aircraft went as high as 10,000 feet, the atmospheric
pressure would drop to about 70% of what it was at ground level. If
this happened, the 5 psi differential would drop to about .40 psi for
a restraining force of only 9200 pounds or .46g. If the pressure dif-
ferential were increased so that a 4g restraint could be achieved at
10,000 feet altitude, the pressure differential at ground level would
have to be about 9.6 psi. This wouldcreate a force on the cargo of
222,000 pound which may be high enough to cause some damage to the
vehicle particularly at weak sections such as windows or radiator. A
pressurized cargo compartment would partially releave some of this
problem. However, i;hen the cargo door was opened in preparation for
extraction, the problem would still be present. This would be es-
pecially acute if the terrain altitude of the drop zone was much higher
than the rigging altitude. For eyample, the restraint characteristics
would vary if the load were rigged at sea level and dropped at a location
5000 ft high in the mountains.

Even if pressure forces were no problem the
cargo would still require additional fore, aft and lateral restraint.
For all practical pu,_poses the bending strength of the bag material is
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ze.o so that the horizontal restraint comes only from the friction of
the tires against the pallet if a soft landing syst-em Is used or the
friction and shear strength of paper honeycomb if conventional energy
dissipation is used, If the coefficient of friction of rubber tires on
a smooth surface is .17 and an equivalent force for a 4g vertical re-
straint at 10,000 feet is used, the horizontal restraint is 13,500
pounds which isnot enough to meet the 1.5g lateral and aft requirements.
No infornmtion could be found as to the shear strength of paper honey-
comb but it is felt that it would not be sufficient to meet the minimum
requirements.

Similar problems are encountered when attempting

to use vacuum packing to support engine, transmission, exhaust pipes,
etc. Pressure differentials that are sufficient for support at higher
altitudes may be large enough to actually damage underbody members at
ground level. U~ing vacuum pacIing to "rie~iaize" loose cargo does seem
feasible. Such cargo would be packed in boxes, crates and drums that
could be stacked in a tight enough configuration that higher pressures
would present no probiem.

At the present time it appears that the use of
vacuum packing for cargo-pellet restraint or support is not feasible.
Vacuum packing loose cargo to make it one "solid' body for easier handling
does reem possible. However, there is one primary area of caution with
any Nacuum system. Unless a self-sealing bag is used, great care must
be exercised in handling the cargo for a sr"'l pin hole could result in
loss of vacuum and, as a result, loss of eli rstraint.

(5) Universal Net

TVhe use of a universal restraint net, Figure 27
was consj "•:el because of the simplicity in rigging and de-rigging it
-ouid afford, The net would be constructed of woven nylon webbing con-
ni'cced through metal rings. The webbing would be strong enough to
supply restraint for the loads. 'Tlhe net would be hexagonally soaped
and measure 12 feet across the flats, Proper sizing would allow the
net to be ised on all loads by folding if necessary on small loads and
combining several nets on large ones. Restraint would be supplied by
tiedown devices similar to the standard B-IA or C-2 or the "uriversal
tiedown device" discussed in e later section of this repor,.

Nets are currently used to secure loose cargo
to pallets or the aircraft floor. The weakness with the curient nits
is that each type of net is designed to be used with a particu±ia irgo
pallet. The proposed net would be similar to the LICU-II/C tiedown net
but a metal ring ts used at each web connection. The cdded flexibility
would allow its use on various cargo shapes becaus, lie additionihl rings
would supply many points for the attachr..ent of t i" .-an devices. This

6
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would be particularly valuable when securing vehicles and other ir-
regular shapes. Larger loads may require more than one net but this
presents no problem because the design of the nets would alloa them to
be tied together easily.

Because of their simplicity, nets should be
given greater consideration at least for the lighter weight class loads.

b. Miscellaneous Restraint Concepts

(1) Elastic Bands

The possibility of using elastic bands as a
restraint device rather than cotton or nylon straps was considered and
is shown in Figure 28 . The purpose of using elastic bands is to
simplify the tiedown system by eliminating the numerous components pre-
sently used and reducing the time required to attach the tiedown elements
from the platform to the cargo, Several advantages can be realized
through the use of this method. By preparing the elastic bands in
units of predetermined lengths, the rigging time is reduced and simpli-
fied. Hence, system reliability should be increased, especially if
untrained personnel is used for the bulk of the rigging operation.
Because of the higher tension in the bands, the number of tiedown
points could be reduced, and a marking system could be used to identify
where the bands should be attached, simplifying the rigging and reducing
the rigging time.

Some of the disadvantages of using elastic

tension restraint must also be considered. Care must be taken in rig-
ging the elastic Lands to pre'ent bowing the modular platform especially
since the modular platform can be easily bowed using the existirn; tie-
down equipment. A much stronger and heavier platform would be needed.
In addition the straps themselves may be subject to deterioration and
casy prey to an accidental sharp edge that might cause untimely breakage.

This concept appears to have some measure of
feasibility and it may be profitable to investigate the idea. It is

possible thac it would work with some type loads and net others. The
idea is simple and could be examine at very reasonable cost.

(2) Universal Restraint Device

Another restraint device that was considered is

illustrated in Figure 29 and consists of an adj-,stabl-- "double-hook"
section that- will fit over the tire of any vehicle. It is necessary
that the hooks extend far enough over the tire so that the restraint
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device will not be thrown off when the tires deflect upon impact. The
hook is connected to the draw-down section which in turn attaches to the
pallet. A hook that attaches to the tires of a vehicle has been illus-
trated, but It is obvious that attachment to other portions of the vehicle
could be arranged as well. The restraint force is supplied by either a
mechanical or hydraulic jack.

-h restraint device would be fixed directlySThe rsritdvc ol efxddrcl

to the pallet at the proper angle with respect to the given wheel at
one of the attachment poirts that are evenly placed along the edge of
the pallet. The restraint devices will be light enough (20-30 lb) for
one man to position it, bolt it to the pallet and jack it down in
about two minutes. The devices could be coded in such a way as to
insure that all the devices are tightened equally and to the proper
amount for the given cargo. Angular mounting of the devices affords
fore and _` as well as vertical restraint.

The universal restraint device is an excellent
imethod by which a light, easy-to-handle item may be used by minimum

trained personnel to rig almost any load and for this reason it should
be given further consideration. Investigation may prove that such a
device might be feasible with the standard honeycomb impact systems as
well as the suggested "soft lancing" systems.

3. High Wind Condition Concepts

As long as there is little or no ground wind, the hori-
zontal velocity of the cargo presents no problem. However, as the wind
velocity increases the horizontal component of the descent velocity
increases also and the danger of cargo tip-over and damage becomes a major
consideration. The problem is particularly acute with some of the soft
landing concepts discussed because the center of graLty is raised to
obtain more deceleration travel and the length to width ratio of the
platform is conducive to overturning if the horizontal velocity vector
is perpendicular to the long side.

There are a number of approaches that have been consi-
dered as solutions to this problem. One of them has already been men-
tioned in disucssing the soft landing systems. It is the idea of spreading
the rails in an outrigger fashion to resist overturning of the load.
Other schemes have been considered as possible solutions. ".Ie following
is a discussion of these concepts.

a. Gliding Descent System

One technique for landing an airdrop iai high wind
conditions chat has received attention for several years is the use of
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parawings or parafoils as illustrated in Figure 30. These systems have
usually been considered because the use of a radio controlled guidence
system allows the cargo to be steered to the target. This not only
permits high landing accuracy but also provides a means for orienting
the flight path into the wind so that the load glides to touchdown in
an attitude favorable to a safe landing.

For a given wing loading, the total aerodynamic
velocity of the parafoil system remains relatively constant with respect
to angle of attack. However, the hori.zontal and vertical components that
make up the total velocity vector are dependent Dn angle of attack and
it is this characteristic that allows the "flare" landing maneuver. For
example, for a parafoil wing loading of 2 lb/ft 2 , the total aerodynamic
velocity remains at a nearly constant 45-50 ft/see. At a 100 angle of
attack the horizontal velocity is 40 ft/sec and the vertical velocity is
about 10 ft/sec. If the angle of attack is increased to 800, the hor.-
zontal velocity d -ps to 10 ft/sec and the vertical velocity increases
to about 42 ft/sec.

Consider a glider design where the horizontal com-
ponent of the relative wind velocity is 50 feet per second. The
system must be designed to land in a no wind as well as a high wind
condition, so it must have the capability of gliding to a safe landing
at a hoirzontal ground speed of at least 50 fps. If the guidance system
includes the capability of orientation into the wind at touchdown, then
landing in high winds is easily accvmplished for the ground speed in a
30 knot wind, for example, would be very nearly zero. If no control can
be established for the gliding system, then its value as a solution
for landing in high winds is greatly diminished. For example, if the
landing is made in a 30 knot tail wind, the horizontal, ground speed
will be about 100 fps which probably is impractical. The value of
gliding systems, therefore, appears to depend upon the ability to obtain
guidance so that at least a partial orientation into the wind at touch-
down can be assured. This technique appears to have sufficient merit to
attract continued interest and study.

b, Grcand Anchor Concept

In a previous study, reference 2, an investigation
was conducted of Ground Wind Effects of Heavy Cargo Airdrops. One of
the techniques suggested for decreasing the horizontal velocity of a
drifting airdrop load was dragging a ground anchor attached to the pay-
load by.a long line as shown in Figure 31. Several problems are en-
countered with the technique. In order to stop a 20,000 lb. load drifting
at 50 ft/sec without subjecting it to more than a 4g deceleration, an
average force of 40,000 lbs for 20 ft. is needed. The holding power of
commercial anchors is dependent to a large extend upon the type and con-
sistency of soil in which they are employed. In addition, it is doubtful
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whether the soil condition would be consistent enough to insure a
constant drag force. Anchor weight and size are also problems. In
another study made for the U. S. Army Research and Development Command
at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, reference 3, it was found that the lightest
and most effective commercially available drag anchor was the "Paravane".
The purpose of the study was to find light moo::ing systems for surface
vessels under muddy bottom conditions. A paravane sufficient to develop
40,000 lb. of force would weigh about 500 lb. and would have-to be
buried about 20 feet deep. Emplacement of such a device is simply not

compatible with the surface terrain in the airdrop environment.

A possible solution may be to use a permanent rocket
emplaced anchor as illustrated in Figure 32. In this approach, dragging
would not be necessary and the energy absorption could be obtained by
a hydraulic drag device similar to a fishing reel or the stretch of
undrawn nylon anchor lines. The disadvantages of undrawn nylon were
discussed earlier in the report and the.e length, diameter and weight of
line needed to withstand the required deceleration forces would present
a storage problem.

For the most part, the ground anchor concpt appears
to be impractical, at least for moderate to heavy loads. Lighter
loads in the 5000 lb. weight range could be managed with about a 10,000
lb. decelerating force. *Tfis magnitude force would require about a
4-5 ft. anchor burial which" is not at all unreasonable, and the con-
cept might be feasible for this class of airloads.

c. Bertin Air Bag (Atterroglisseur)

An airdrop system using air bags as the primary

impact attenuation device has been developed by a French company (Bertin)

and has been successfully tested on a limited scale. The operation of

the system is sh1V schematically in Figure 33 . The concept consists

of a platform "AIP.Io which the cargo is secured and flexible bags or

balloons fixed underneath. The outc-r ends of the balloons are attached

to a light tray "B" and a set of flexible aprons are secured under the

tray. The assembly with the balloons and aprons deflated, as shown in

condition @ are placed on a platform that engages the rail systems of

the aircraft. Upon extraction, the balloons and aprons descend under
their own 'ight as shown in condition Q .The ballons and aprons

have been •b•designed that on impact the]alloons are compressed before

the aprons, forcing their air into the apron cavities. This action

arrestts the vertical energy and the assembly reaches condition

During the tiine that the balloons are collapsing, the air in the aprons
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provides a ground-effect which permits the assembly to glide across tile
ground. Gradually the air escapes from the aprons and the apparatus
passes from ground-effect gliding to solid gliding, eventually coming to
rest as shown in condition r

Tests have been run by dropping cargo loads
from cranes and from aircraft. Two size platforms nave been tried:

(1) 6 ft x 12 ft with 1200 - 5000 lb loads

(2) 9 ft x 18 ft with 6000 - 16000 lb loads

The weight of the airbags and aprons used on the first size platform is
100 lb and on the second size platform is 450 lb. The weights of the
platforms themselves are not given. The results of the tests as pre-
sented by BerCin are shown in Table 5.

The main advantages of the system are the pos-
sibility of dropping in horizontal wind conditions up to 50 fps and the
possibility of allowing descent velocities over 50 fps insuring higher

Vaccuracy and less probability of detection. The ground effects aspect
of this concept gives it considerable merit especially if impact de-
celerations can be controlled sufficiently to affect a soft landing.
It is conceivable that a simple adjustment of the orifice opening be-
tween the balloon and apron sections is all that would be required to
adjust tile system for various load weights.

The overall desirability of the system on the basis
of the limited test data appears good. The indicated impact decelerations
are still on the order of 15 g's which is approx-mately that of the
current paper honeycomb system. In addition, the cargoes shown in
Bertin's published data are all mass type supply loads and none of the in-
formation indicates that vehicular drops have been tried. Unless the dec-
eleration loading can be reduced to about 5 g's to affect a soft land-
ing, it does not offer very much in the search for a rapid rigging
method. Its most appealing feature is the ability to land in high
winds due to the ground effects feature.
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4. Miscellaneous Standard Impact Systems

a. Modular Units

A modular unit consisting of a platform, energy
dissipator and tiedown lashings which is pre-assembled for rapid instal-
lation is illustrated in Figire 34.

These modules would be designed to be compatible
with the dual-rail cargo handling system, and arc inserted under the
various loads to provide the proper support, restraint and energy
absorption. Each module would have the tiedown lashings permanently
attached for easy fit to the cargo. This system uses existing air-
drop hardware to make up the components for each module. The basic
unit would consist of a four-foot pallet with the paper honeycomb posi-
tioned in the appropriate locations. Paper honeycomb stacks on the
modules would be designed for worst case conditions with possibly three
groups of modules employed based on cargo weight. Tiedown lashings
will be designed such that minimum adjustment is required. This can be
accomplished by using fixed size tiedown straps similar to the present
tiddown components with the addition of quick disconnect attachments
at the load connection and permenent attachments at the rail con-
nection of the platform. Basically, this concept is an adaption of
the present rigging system with the addition of the modular concept
and improved connecting and disconnecting devices.

Advantages

1, Reduces the time required to lash the load to the
platform and prepare the platform.

2. Increases the reliability by minimizing the human effort
involved in lashing the load and preparing the platform.

3. Minimizes the hardware required for an airdrop rigging
system,

Disadvantages

1. The retrieval problems are comparable to the present system,
high residue and poor drive-off capability due to load
elevation caused by paper honeycomb.

2. The short length of the module pallet causes L/D problems.
During extraction cocking of the pallet produces high
frictional forces, thus increasing the cargo release force.
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3. Pre-assembly of the modules causes storage and transporta-
tion limitations due to the size of each module.

4. The area of the paper honeycomb may be increased causing
higher impact loads. Also, the use of the same size paper
honeycomb stack for different cargoes will cause the impact
loadings to vary for each cargo.

The major disadvantage of this concept is the
possibility of devel-p-ing excessive restraint forces during extraction
caused by cocking of the short units. This may endanger the safety
of the aircraft. Solution of this problem without elimination of the
module principle could result in a feasible design. One approach

would be to tie the modules together to produce a load with a higher
length/width ratio. However the overall concept does not appear
desirable because the savings over the present rigging system would,
at best, be minimal.
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b. Airbag Subcrounding Cargo

In this concept an airbag surrounds the cargo on
five sides with the top open. Locations are provided at the top of
the air bag for attachment of the suspension slings. Figure 35 is an
artist sketch illustrating a vehicle encapsulated by the air bag. The
air bag would be stowed within the platform until extraction occurs,
and inflated during the descent phases of the airdrop. The addition of
blow-out valves to the air bag will be needed to dissipate the impact
energy and prevent excessive rebound and overturning of the cargo.
Surrounding the cargo with the air bag minimizes the chances of unde-
sirable impact angles which could affect the energy absorption capabi-
lities of the air bag.

Some advantages of the above technique are:

1. The concept is extremely simple, requiring very little
personal attention.

2. The tiedown equipment is minimized.

3. Paper honeycomb is eliminated.

4. The concept allows for a drive-on, drive-off capability
for vehicles, greatly enhancing the retrieval mode of
operation.

For this concept to work, a method must be devised

for supplying in-flight restraint to the vehicle. The bag will not
be inflated in-flight, and hence, does not supply any restraint. If
this problem is resolved then the following disadvantages must also
be overcome:

1. The bag must have sufficient strength to carry the
saspension loads.

2. ThM means for supplying extraction are complex.

3. Numerous size air bags will be necessary to make the
system work acceptably.

4. The suspension system of the vehicle must withstand the
load which is necessary to deflect the air bag during trans-
mission of the impact force to the air bag.

5. A means must be supplied to stow the air bag in the platform
prior to extraction of the cargo from the aircraft. Since
the air bag inust be mounted under the platform, additional
transport and extraction problems are created.
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The problems associated with this concept nre so
numerous that its feasibility appears almvs•: non-existant.

c. Shock Strut Energy Dissh.ator

An energy absorption system was developed by the
All American Engineering Company which utilizes the energy at imoact to
push a steel tube through a steel mandrel into which a stainless steel
ball has been inserted to create an interference fit with the tube.
This shock strut was inserted between the velhicle suspenslon system ano
the frame, and at impact the deflection of the vehicle suspension caused
the shock strut to deform and absorb energy,

Feasibility of this concepr vas investigated in a
series of airdrop tests and the results are summarized in reference 4.
The tests revealed that the vehicle structure could not withstand the
loadings without numerous modifications to the suspension system and
running gear. These modifications are not acceptable, since the cost
of redesigning the vehicles presently airdropped would be excessive.
Consequently, this concept is unacceptable as a rapid rigging system.

d. llatform Energy Dissipator

This concept employs a structural platform Y:±th the
energy dissipator contained between the top and bottom cover plates of
the platform. Using a platform with an integral energy dissipator material
has numerous advantages which are helpful in achieving a rapid rigging
system. Preparing the platform is one of the more time consuming events
in the present rigging system, therefore, use of a platform constr'iction
that eliminates or reduces the paper honeycomb preparation event will
result in a significant time ssvinge. The concept is illustratei in
Figure 36.

The probleým of transmitting the impact force from
the cargo to the platform must also be resolved. The concept illustrated
in Figure 36 uses an air bag to transmit the impact loading. This
concept and the method of transmitting the impact fouce to the platform
with the air bag is described as follows:

1. The energy dissipator platform is assembled and the
cargo placed on the platform, Vehicles zan be driven
on by use of a ramp.

2. The uninflated air bag is placed under the cargo,

3. The "iedown lashings are preloaded to the impact force
expected. This is determined from the design• impact load
required to crush the energy dissipator t,.aterial.
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4. The air bag is inflated to a pressure equtvaient to
the expected impact loading.

5. At impact the inertia load causes the air bag to
deflect and the tiedown lashings to unload, thus trans-
mitting the impact load to the platform and the energy
dissipation system.

The forces in ee.h of the system components befor.'.
and after impact are illustrated in the following schematic where the
air bag has been inflated to exert a pre-impact forLe on the cargo of
18 g's with the peak deceleration loading being limited to 15 g's by
the paper honeycomb.

Load

8.5W ~Air Bag l~
W l15W

8.5W W 1. 5V / ';\

8Wh 1.,/ 5W M4

HoneycL-nib

Before Impact After Impact

Two components are critical in this proposed concept
to achieve the desired performance. These components are the tiedown
lashings and the energy dissipation material. Paper honeycomb exhibits
all of the required characteristics for a good energy dissipator and is
proposed for use in this concept. The tiedown lashings must have low
Oongation properties or the required deflection of the air bag to un-
load the tiedows will be excessive. This low elongation feature is im-
portant to the concept for it is the means by which oscillations of the
system are controlled within acceptable limits. It may be necessary to
look for alternate materials for the webbing currently in uoe since these
have an elongation or 15 to 20 percent.
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Sumnmrizing the advantages and disadvantages of
this concept:

Advantages:

1. The time to prepare and position the paper honeycomb is
reduced.

2. An integral platform-energy dissipation unit is used which
improves the system reliability, since these units can be
prepared by untrained personnel in a prerigging assembly
operation.

3. The use of low-elongation tiedown canvas-type covers will
reduce the rigging time.

4. Vehicle-type cargos can be driven on and off the platform
by using a ramp.

5. The retrieval time is reduced since the air bag can be
rapidly deflated and the tiedown system can be rapidly
disconnected.

Disadvantages:

1. A stressed or structural-type platform is required which
will be more costly than the present platform.

2. More pa~er honeycomb will be used to achieve a universal
platform module, hence, a small increase in material costs.

3. The tiedown material must have low elongation properties
eliminating the use of present webbing material.

4. Total system cost will increase due to the cost of the
aii bag, the stressed platform and the additional paper
honeycomb.

5. The payloPI-to-rigged weight will be less than the present
system for the lighter weight cargos.

This concept is considered to be feasible although
* the problems to be solved are considerable, The most questionnable

feature is considered to be the airbag that supports the vehicle. It
is not known if the underside of a vehicle can be loaded in this manner.
Also the problem of airbag leakage is an item of concern.
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5. Special Rigging Considerations

There are several operations in the current aircrop
system which are time consumning and result in a significant portion of
the malfunctions. The items include:

"o Rigging the main parachures

"o Tiedown lashings

"o Rigging the extraction system

Except for the concepts which eliminate the force trans-
fer function, very little attention has been devoted to rigging the
extraction system. There is equipment under development at Natick Labs
which should simplify the rigging of some of the systems and improve
their functional reliability. This is a fertile area for Improvement
because rigging oZ the extraction systems has the third largest mal-
function rate, 12.2 percent.

Rigging the parachute to the cargo is a major time con-

suming rigging activity and also an activity resulting in a high mal-
function rate, 8.9 percent. Many time consuming and detailed rigging
events cause this activity to be a rather laborious task. The complexity,

time-to-rig, and malfunction iate increase as the number of recovery
parachutes increases. When numerous parachutes are rigged on the cargo,
the detaiied. rigging is concealed by the parachutes, preventing care-
ful inspection of the parachute rigging. Coasequently, the malfunction
rate increases. The use of load bearing platforms should help this
problem some because the parachutes will be connected to the platforms
rather than the load. This brings the attachment points out where the
view is better for inspection and attachments will always be made at
the same location and in the same manner. This uniformity should tend
to increase the quality of the operation and reduce the rigging timE.

The present airdrop system uses a series of tiedown
straps of varying lengths to facilitate the tiedown lashing operation
in rigging the cargo. The present sy'tom requires numerous components,
including the tiedown straps, load binders, tapi, and clevises. Another
problem associated with the present rigging sys,.em is that no positive
control exists for tensio;Aing the tiedown lashings. Under these condi-
tions the modular platform can be bowed which lends to additional time
consuming problems at installation in the airplane. The use of the
load bearing platform and a revised restraint system such as the uni-
versal restraint devices proposed herein should contribute significantly
to the solution of the tiedown or lashing problems.
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V[. CONCEPT EVALUATIONS

A. Discussion of Evaiuition Technique

1. General

In order to establish some means of comparing the systems
objectively, an evaluation method was generated based upon techniques
that have been used successfully in similar programs. The method con-
si3ts, of first determining the parameters or factors that indicate the
usef ulness of an air'drop loads preparation system, then devising a technique
fo-: generating a numerical coefficient (X) that shows how each concept
rates regarding the various parameters. These coefficients (X's) are then
w.eighted for relative importance then summed to provide a figure of
.aerit for each concept. These figures of merit and the scores used to
generate them, serve as aids in comparing the different concepts and
reaching engiL:eering decisions regarding them.

One of the problems with eva) sating systeris in this
manner is that for ultimate .cauracy, each system should be analyzed for
each airdrop load. However, there aro about 87 variations of loads listed
in the airdrop inven~tory. In order t) reduce the task to a realistic
level, the various loads were broken cawn into several weight categories
depending on net payload and average accompanying loaJ. This permits
development of a scoie for each weight class within each parameter wo
that an "adjusted parameter value" can be calculated for use in deter-
mining the system scores. The fraction of the total number of cargos
included in each weight category is a basis for weighting the scores
within each parameter. The percentages for each cargo weight class are
shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6 - CLASSI7 ,'-'ON oF AIRDROP

CARGOES BY WEI-17 AND THE RELATIVE

RATE 01 "Hi•4R OCCURNfN'Z

Weight Class NeL Cargo Percentage of Total Loads
(15) M,.

Under 5000 55.0

5,000 - 10,000 12.7

1),000 - 15,000 15.0

15000 - 20,000 15.0

Over 20,000 2.3
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Adjusting each parameter score according to cargo weight
is beneficial because it prevents a system that may be particularly
effecient for an uncommon weight class from overshaduwing a system that
functions well for common loads, but not ior uncommon ones. For instance,
55% of the current airdrop loads are under 5,000 pounds and only 2,3 per-
cent are over 20,000 lbs. Thus, a particular system that is extremely
efficient for loads under 5000 pounds but does not function for loads
over 20,000 pounds stiould not be eliminated from consideration on this
basis alone. Instead, the most common drops could be handled with the
particular system while the standard procedure or another new method
could be applied to other luads.

2. Parameters

Nine specific parameters were used to evaluate and com-
pare the various candidate systems. They are discussed separately in
the following section along with the technique for generating their
numerical coefficients (\Is). The nine parameters are the following:

0 Rig-Derig Time

* Complexity

* Development Cost

* Development Time

0 Capability

* Potential (risk)

* Component Cost

e Maintenance

. Weight

a. Rig-Derig Time

Since the purpose of this program was to develop
concepts for the rapid preparation of airloads, the most important
consideration in any evaluation method is time. Included in this para-
meter is the man-hour requirements to prepare the vehicle or load for
airdrop, preparation time for the platform including cutting and posi-
tioning the honeycomb if this material is used, rigging the load to the
platform, aiid those aircraft operations necessary to prepare for extrac-
tion. The time required to derig the load and prepare the equipment for
use after the airdrop is also ineluded. The time consumed in disposal
of residual materials, if any, must also be considered. Any system that
employs parachutes to land the load will require the same effort to
pre-are and pack the descent and extraction parachutes sc this time was
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not considered in the basic analysis. This assumption is not entirely
valid, however, in the cases of the PRADS and Gliding descent systems,
so a second analysis was performed with the parachutes included. The
basic analysis actually shows the improvements in airloads rigging
procedures. The sec3nd enalysis indicates overall system preparation
values where changes have been introduced that are not wholly of a
rigging nature. If overall airloads preparation tiime can be reduced by
these changes then they are of particular interest, therefore, a dual
arnalysis has been performed.

The primary airloads preparation task was viewed as
preparing the ioads and platform for airdrop and securing the loads
to the platfurm plus the time required to retrieve the loads after the
drop and prepare the equipment for operation, Concepts that would
reduce tile man-hours to accomplish these operations were sought and a
scheme was employed that gave those concepts that reduced the labor
required to prepare the airload a higher coefficient. Tb method of
scoring is illustrated in Figure 37.

b. Complexity

As the term implies, this is a measure of the phy-
sicdl complexity of the rigging operations and the equipment used to
accomplish thf rigging. Factors considered to be indicators of the
complexity of a system were the following: the number of components
comprising the rigging system, the number of men required to rig the
equipment, the extent of the vehicle or loads preparation task, the
number of attachments and adjustments required, the difficulty of the
inspection task, the traiting required to produce qualified riggers,
and the extent to which auxiliary equipment such as cranes or hoists
are required to accomplish the rigging. The negative of this term,
simplicity, is the indicator of a good rigging system and a method
was devised of scring so that a complex system accumulated a low
coefficient for this parameter. The metauvd of scoring is illustrated
in Figure 38.

c. Developmenz Costs

New concepts must be reduced to practice to make
them useful and in many instances the cost of the development effort
required to convert them to operational systems is significant. A method
was devised to rate the different concepts on the basis of their ex-
p:,ted development cost.

It was considered that the wholly undeveloped con-
cepts must go through four stages in reaching operational status. These
four stages are:
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If man-hours to prepare 1oP,7. platformE(, lash load to

platform and de-rig is ..

Greater Than j3tLss Ta

20 019 
20 .05

18 
19 .10

17 
18 .15

16 
17 .20

15 16 .25
14 

15 .3013 
14 .35

12 
13 .40

11 
12 .4510 
II .50

9 10 .55
8 

9 .60
7 

8 .65
6 

7 .70
5 

6 .75
4 

5 .80
3 

4 .85

2 3 .90S12 .95

1 1.00

RIGGING TIME PARAMETER COEFFICIENT

Figure 37
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For Each Cargo The Following Are True .... TYes No

1. Number of rigging components < 500

2. Nu.,'_r of rigging components < 300

3. Number of rigging components < 100

4. Number of components that must be handled by two
or more men < 10

5. Number handled by two or more men < 5

6. Necessary rigging adjustments are coded such
that they can be made by untrained personnel.

7. Systems allows drive-on capability.

8. System requires no new handling equipment.

9. Vehicle requires no extensive preparation.

10. Adjustments allow simple visual inspection by
minimum trained personnel.

11. Number of required restraint adjustments < 50.

12. Number of required restraint adjustments < 25.

13. Number of requieed restraint adjustments < 10.

14. System presents no danger from explosive or
pyrotechnic components.

15. Adjustments do not require above average strength
or judgement.

Number "Yes"
Parameter Score X Num 15

COMPLEXITY PARAMETER COEFFICIENT

2igure 38
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o Feasibility Study

o Exploratcr Development

o Advanced Development

o Engineering Development

Some concepts have progressed through one or more
of these stages. PRADS, for example, is ready for advanced development.
In the feasibility phase the concept would be in',ectigated by a combina-
tion of analysis and design effort to first determine the soundness of
the concept. If it is determined that the concept is sound, then pre-
13.minary designs would be established and a program generated for the
development of the system. The analysis would include an in depth
appraisal of the merits of the system as a rapid airdrop loads preparation
solution and a detailed estimate of the time and cost required to develop
the system.

Exploratory development would provide for the design
and field testing of conceptual ideas. In this phase it is likely that
more than one approach to some features of the design would be included.
This part of the process further evaluates the feasibility and value of
the concept and narrows the choice of alternatives so that the features
of the final system are fairly well defined.

Advanced development would continue the design and
field testing activities, this time concentrating on iLpovements to
the system. It is possible that investigation of some alternatives may
also be evaluated. This phase of the program would produce a defini-
tion of the final sys7;em configuration.

Engineering design would produce final production
designs, drawings, and specification so that procurement could be ac-
complished and the syetem introduced as an operational method for the pre-
paration of airdrop loads. This phase would include further field testing
in the early stages to provide information for the refinement of the
production designs.

A scheme for generating the coefficient that evaluates
the concepts relative to this parameter is shown in Figure 39.

d. Development Time

As the name implies this parameter is concernvd
with the time required to develop the concept and introduce the systam
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For each system the following
are true (all =st be checked): Yes No

FEASIBILITY STUDY COST:

1) less than or = .5 million dollars

2) less than or = .3 million dollars

3) less than or = .1 million dollars

4) less than or = .05 million dollars

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT COST:

5) less than or = 1 million dollars

6) less than or = .75 million dollars

7) less than or = .50 million dollers

8) less than or = .25 million dollars

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT COST:

9) less than or = I million dollars

10) less than or = .75 million dollars

11) less than or = .50 million dollars

12) less than or - .25 million dollars

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT COST:

13) less than or = 1 million dollars

13) less than or = .75 million dollars

14) less than or = .50 million dollars

15) less than or = .25 million'dollars

Development Cost Coefficient 
X = Number "yesif

16

DEVELOPMENT COST PARAMETER COEFFICIENT

FIGURE 39
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into operational practice. The development task has been separated into
the four steps outlined in the preceeding discussion of development cost
and a method devised for scoring the different concepts by the time ex-
pected to be spent in each step. The concept requiring the least amount
of development time receives Lhe best score., The scheme for developing
the development tine coefficient is illustrated in Figure 40.

e. Capability

This parameter attempts to evaluate the different
concepts on the extent to which they provide the features considereJ
desireable in a rapid rigging system. The extended performance goals
such as being able r.o operate safely in high winds, and at altitudes
up to 10,000 feet are included here. A long list of desireable features
has been compiled arid an assessment is made of the probability of the
concept satisfying each goal. This information is used to generate a
coefficient for this parameter. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 41.

f. Potential (risk)

This parameter attempts to evaluate the likelihood
that the concept can be developed into an operational system that satisfies
the goals for a rapid airdrop loads preparation system . A list of factors has
been generated that describes these risks. One set of factors purports
an evaluation of the current status of development, the rationale being
that the further advanced the development of the concept, the greater
the potential or the lower the risks. The other set lists potential
problem areas which if not resolved satisfactorily could prevent the
successful development of the concept. A scheme for generating a coef-
ficient for this parameter is shown in Figure 42.

g. Component Cost

The cost of acquiring a system after development has
been completed and the system enters production was considered important
and the various concepts are evaluated for this parameter. The para-
chutes have been included in these acquisition costs. Costs are available
on the components that comprise the current system but the costs for the
other concepts must be estimated. A method for generating a cost coef-
ficient is illustrated in Figure 43.

h. Maintenance

Maintefance is the effort required to maintain an
airdrop system in operat'-nal condition. To evaluate this parameter a
list of qualitative and quantitative features has been composed that
determine the difficulty of maintaining a system. These items describe
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For each system the following
Yes Noare true (all must be checked):

FEASIBILITY STUDY:

1) less than or = 2 years

2) less than or = 1.5 years

3) less than or = 1 year

4) less than or = .5 year

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT:

5) less than or = 3 years

6) less than or = 2.5 years

7) less than or = 2 years

8) less than or = 1.5 years

9) less than or = 1 year

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT:

10) less than or - 3 years

11) less than or = 2.5 years

12) less than or = 2 years

13) less than or = 1.5 years

14) less than or = 1 year

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT:

15) less than or = 3 years

16) less than or = 2.5 years

17) less than or = 2 years

18) less than or = 1.5 years

19) less than or = 1 year

Development Time Coefficient - number 1yes"1

19

DEVELOPMENT TIME PARAMETER COEFFICIENT

FIGURE 40
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Probability of Success
For a load rigged with the candidate 76= 51- 25 -

system, the following ara true: 100% 75% 50% 25%4,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - (3) (2)L .(1)
1) Increases capability in wind conditionq from

15-30 knots.

2) Aircraft velocity at extraction is increased in
range from 130-150 knots to 130-300 knots.

3) Operational at terrain altitudes of over 10,000.

4) Usable in the C-130, C-141, and C-5A aircraft.

5) Capable of single i.tem or mass formation
(30 aircraft) drop.

6) Capable of single item or assembly line rigging.

7) Compatible with present materials handling equip.

8) Extraction forc,.'s less than 1.5 times extracted
weight.

9) No restricti=,s to drop zone.

10) Performs at airbraft altitudes of 1100 ft. for
loads less than 25,000 lb. and 1500 ft. for loads
over 25,000 lb.

11) Compatible with delivery iromaltitudes lower that,
500 ft.

12) Compatible with delivery from altitudes over
1500 ft.

13) Usable at temperatures from -65 to +165 0 F.

14) Paratroops can jump from same plane after cargo.

15) Single system usable for total weight range with
no adjustments.

16) Required adjustments can be made by hand with
standard tools.

17) Required adjustments are coded so that little or
no training is necessary.

18) Identical components can be used for all loads.

19) System is totally reusable.

20) Cost of disposable components less than 50% of
total system component cost.

21) Cost of disposable components less than 25%.

22) Weight of reusable items less than 507. of total
rigging weight.

23) Weight of reusable items less than 25%.

24) Derigging time less than rigging time.

25) Deriging time less than half of rigging time

C [No. in (4)x414No. in (3)x3]+
Capability score X - [No. in (2)x2l4fNo. in (1)xl /I OG

CAPABILITY PARAMETER COEFFICIENT CHART

FIGURE 41
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For any system the folicoing are '-rue: Yes No

1) Concept has proven feasibility through model test or
advance analysis.

2) Concept has undergone exploratory development.

3) Concept has undergone advanced development.

4) Concept is operational on limited scale,

5) Concept is totally operational.

6) No mechaniclc components are beyond current state
of the art.

7) No required materials are beyond the current state
of the art,

8) No required electronic components are beyond the current
state of the art.

9) No required acoustical components are beyond the current
state of the art.

10) No required ordnance components are beyond the current
state of the art.

Parameter Score X =
10

POTENTIAL (RISK) COEFFICIENT

FIC JRE 42
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?ArŽlý

If the total dollar cost of components per

, Greater Than Bu ess Than

10,0000

9,500 10,000 .05
9,000 9,500 .10
8,500 9,000 i5

S81000 8,500S,500 .20
7,500 3,000 .25

7,000 7,500 .30
6,500 7,000 .35

6,000 6,500 .40
5,500 6,000 .41

5,000 5,500 .50
4,500 5,000 .55
4,000 4,500 .60
3,500 4,000 .65
3,000 3,500 .70
2,500 3,000 .75
2,000 2,500 .80
1,500 2,000 .85

"1,000 1,500 .90
500 1,000 .95

500 1.00

COOPONENT COST PARA0WTER COEFFICIENT

Figure 43
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such features as the size and number of components that must be maintained
and stored, and the type of material or component involved. A system for
generating the parameter ýoefficient is shown in Figure 44.

i. Weight

As a rule an airdrop load cubes out before it weighs
out meaning that the aircraft is physically filled before the weight

limits are exceeded. The importance of this parameter is diminished
because of this situation. However, there are many good reasons for
limiting the weight of the airdrop system as much .as possible. The
results of good weight control show up as greater ease of handling, lower
fuel costs, lower acquisition costs, and greater ease of rigging to mer-
tion a few. The scheme for evaluating this parameter is the following
expression.

Total Rigged Weight - Cargo Weight
ýweight = - Cargo Weight

The numerator of the fraction is the weight of the rigging components.
In the event that the fraction becomes greater than 1.0 the coefficient
is set equal to zero.

3. Final Scoring Method

In order to be meaningful, the coefficients generated

for the nine individual parameters must be used to produce a figure of
merit for each concept. The technique used to generate this final score
or figure of merit was the following:

S = (W.) i = 1, 2, 3, 8

where:

S = Total system score

= A weighting factor for the ith parameter

= The adjusted parameter value

and:
= • (U) ('... j 1i, 2, 5 .

i ., 2, 8
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For t.,• candidate system the following are true: Yes No

1) Reguler service interval is greater than one year.

2) Compone..ts unaffected by adverse storage condition.
3) There are < 200 components per load.

4) There are < 100 components per load.

5) Total stotage space for total system is less than 400 ft 3 .
6) Required storage space is less than 250 ft337) Required storage space is less than 100 ft .

8) System requires less than 50 man hours maintenance
per year.

9) System requires less than 10 man hours maintenance
per year.

10) Inspections can be made visually.

11) System requires no textile maintenance.

12) System requires no mechanical maintenance.

13) System requires no electronic maintena,.,ce.

14) Syst.em requires no hydraulic maintenance.

15) System requires no acoustical maintenance.

16) System requires no ordnance-pyrotechnic maintenance.

Number "yes"
Maintenance score =16

MAINTENANCE PARAMETER COEFFICIENT CHART

FIGURE 44
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where:

U = Weight factor for the J load weight class
j

Score for the ith parameter in the jth weight
class

Note that this method involves the use of two weighting
factors namely; W. and U.. The weighting factor, W , is a number assigned

3to each of the eight parAmeters that rates its relative importance. These
numbers add to 1.0. These weighting factors were arbitrarily assigned
by a committee composed of contractor and Netick personnel. The factor,
U was derived by determining the percent of the total number of air-
Jdropable loads that occur in each weight class. (See Table 6). The rationale

for thic was that the more frequently a particular airdrop load is
dropped the more urgent is the requirement that it be prepared in a
rapid manner. This method of generating a total score for each concept
is illustrated in Figure 45.

B. Summary of Most Feasible Concepts

From the individual concepts presented in Section IV those
that were considered to be most feasible were combined to produce system
concepts that possessed the attributes favorable to the rapid preparation
of the loads for airdrop. The concepts were selected by a committee
composed of contractor and Natick Laboratory personnel. Five new system
concepts were generated and analyzed, along with the current airdrop system,
using the methods described in the preceeding section. This analysis provides
a means for comparing the different concepts with each other and with the
current airdrop system. Details of these five concepts are illustrated !n
Figures 46 through 50.

A number of conclusions have been reached as a result oC
this stuuy, as to the features needed in an airdrop system that wil- have
a rapid preparation and retrieval capability. First,it was concluded
that a drive-on, drive-off capability was highly desfreable for ';h.cular
type loads. To achieve this goal, the concept of the soft-landing was
generated, and closely allied to th,'s was the idea of the loae bearin?
platform, for in some of the concepts it was necessary to use this type
of platform to incorporate the soft landing decelerators. .A thzi,
area where changes were sought was the restraint system. airreat c ic-
drop designs employ a rather complex system of straps to secare the
airloads to the platform and a considerable amount of skill is cequired
to install them properly. The soft-landing concept ".'educes the
restraint problem appreciably by making it possible ti secure the
vehicles by attachment to the carriage section alone. This lead to
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the idea of a mechanical universal restraint device that is used on all
five (5) concepts.

The principal variation besween the five (5) concepts is
the means of dissipating the kinetic energy in the loads assembly at
touchdown. Five different principles are empo ;ved. They are theI following:

1. The "skirt jet" principle

2. A modificdPRADS principle

3. The "sky hook" principle

4. The Bertin Air Bag system

5. The folding cup energy dissipator

All of these with the possible exception of the Bertin air
bag system are designed to provide a soft-landing. Ic may be possible
to modify the Bertin Air Bag decelerator to accc-.ý,ish a soft-landing
Ldt as currently designed it will not provid& this capability. The
chief interest in this concept is the high wind landing capability that
is claimed by Bertin. Three (3) of these energy dissipating principles
employ rocket power to decelerate the airload to a velocity at or near
zero at touchdown. Rocket power is used because it is a highly effi-
cient source of energy and its release is ammenable to precise control.
The concept variations dcnal with the manner the rocket power is applied.
The folding cup energy dissipator can be applied to a number of concepts
but in the concepts chosen for evaluation it is applied only to a glider
concept.

The concepts chosen for evaluation were the following:

1. Standard rigging system as currently used for cargo
air drop.

2. Skirt jet principle used with a reinforced load bearing
platform and universal restraint devices.

3. PRADS system modified to achieve a soft landing and
using universal restraint devices to attach the cargo
to a load bearing platform,

4. The sky hook impact attenuation technique used with a
load bearing platform and universal -estraint devices.
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5. The Bertin air bag principle using a load bearing
platform with universal restrain devices and modified
to provide a soft landing.

6. The folding cup energy dissipator attached to a load
bearing platform and using universal restraint devices
and a parafoil decelerator which is guided or controlled
electronically.

The concepts based on the skirt jet, sky hook, and Bertin
air bag principles use the same type and number of parachutes employed
in current airdrop systems. The PRADS system uses parachutes of smaller
size and number and the rockets are relied upon to decelerate the load
to a safe landing. The gliding system replaces the parachutes with a
parafoil, parasail or some other suitable glider equipment.

r3atures characteristic to each of the concepts are listed
in the following summaries. Information required in the analyses is also
included with these summaries.
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1. Standard Airdrop System

The standard rigging system consists or lashing the load
to a modular platform with cotton or nylon straps and using paper
honeycomb between the load and the platform to dampen the landing
impact. Some cargoes can be suspended on load-bearing platforms but
in most cases the cargo is suspended directly from parachutes with the

platform acting as a load spreader or retainer for the honeycomb.

Vehicular cargoes require extensive preparation by
trained or closely supervised personnel so that the vehicle will not be
damaged from the 15-20 g landing deceleration. Considerable skill and
judgement is required to prepare and secure vehicular loads in order to
prevent damage.

Load Class -

Parameter Under i 5,000- 10,000- 15,000-I Over
Parametr (5,000 10,000 1!5,000 20,000 120,000

,lb) I _CL (lb) .lb) (lb)

Weight of Rigging 1500 2000 2700 3200 3750

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 5.9 7.7 17.8 19.0 28.4

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/o chute 3.o, 3.9 11.5 11.5 19.65

Approximate Number of Rigging 200 450 750 750 1050
Components

'Rigging Component Costs; 1900 4000 7200 8600 11,500

* w/parachutes '

S Devlopen I

System Development Costs None - Currently Operational
:System Development Time None - Currently Operational

Current Status Operational
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2. Skirt Jet SoftjAnding Conce2t

This system cnoi ta of securing the load to a load-
bearing platform with a quick tt* dion method similar to the Universal
Restraint Device. No honeycomb and very little vehicle preparation are
necessary because a soft landing is supplied by small retro rockets
mounted inside the platform. An accurate ground sensor (possibly a
mechanical probe) is necessary to initiate .he rockets. Four to six
restraint devices, depending upon the nature of the load, which require
very little effort to apply, would be attached after the vehicle is
driven onto the platform. De-rigging would also be fast and simple
and aIl equipment except the rocket motors will be reusable. The rocket
motor would be serviced with standard tools as part of the recovery or
maintenance program.

The scandard number of recovery parachutes are required
but they will be attached to the platform instead of the load. Main-
tenance will be reduced somewhat by the elimination of paper honeycomb
and tie down straps but the level of skill involved in maintenance may
increase due to the soph'.stication of the rockets and ground senor.

* ' ' .... Load Class .. . .. . .

Parameter Under 5,000- 10,000- 15,000- Over
5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 20,000

S. ......... ... ....... " - _ l ) ..(lb) (lb) Jlk . - (lb)

Weight of Rigging 1875 2505 3645 4165 4735

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 3.59 5.02 9.88 11.13 15.02

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/o chute 1.09 1.27 3.63 3.36 6.27

Approx. Number of Rigging 110 200 260 280 350
Components I

Rigging Component Costb; 2395 2980 4330 4850 5630
',/o parachutes .

System Development Costs 2.8 Million

S" stp.n Develooment Time 7 - 10 Years

Z-Ltrent Status Some Feasibility Studies Completed.
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3. Sky Ilook Soft Landhig Concept

TIhe Sky ilook syatem c(.•sists of a load hearing platform,
fast-operating tie down devices similar to the Iniwversal Restr;aint device,
and a rocket powered d(celerator system Initiated by in accurate grotund

sensor. The load bearing plat'form is expected to weigh 81)ot1L 70 Ibs.
per foot and 4 to 6 restraint devices wotild be requI lred which weigh
about 30 pounds each. Thv cargo and parachuntes are connected throuigh
a pulley system and rockets are used to accelerate thent toward eeCh
other near touchdown, resulting in a net cargo velocity whici, is near
zero with respect to the ground. Calcutlations based on concept analys is and

tests of the current PRAD system indicate that approximately twenty
pounds of propellant is needed per 1000 pound of cargo. Additional

weight will result from the mounting and pully structure.

The rigging time should be less than the PRAD system
because the rockets are much smaller. It should be possible to design

the system to use reuseable rocket motors. '1The rockets, ground sensor,
pulley and mounting system will increase the anioun" and skill level of

maintezance but the storage and shipping space requirements will be
decreased by the elimination of honeycomb.

Load Class

Parameter Under 5,000- 10,000- 15,000- Over
5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 20,000

,, ....... -- , (lb.). J' (lb) (Ibl •b) l( b)

Weight of Rigging

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 4.44 6.17 12.53 13.98 19.27

Rigging Time (M.Ii,) w/o chute 1.94 2.42 6.28 6.48 10.52

Approximate number of Rigging I00 200 250 275 350

Components

Rigging Component Costs; 3195 4680 6730 8350 10,030i
w/o Parachutes

System Development Costs 2.8 Million

System Development Time 7 - 10 Years

Current Status Concept Stage
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4. PRADS Soft Landing Concept

This system is very similar to the PRAD system currently
being developed except that the rocket power must be adjusted and con-
trolled to decelerate the airdrop load to a velocity at or near zero at
touchdown. Parachutes of a smaller size are used and rocket power is
used to decelerate the load to a safe touchdown velocity.

A load-bearing platform would be used Lo which the cargo
is attached with tie-down devices similar to the Universal Restrain
units. The platform would weigh about 70 pounds per foot and one 60
pound rocket per 1000 pound of drop load would be sufficient to lower
the decent velocity to or near zero.

Rigging time will be lessened by reducing the requirement
for preparing vehicular loads, eliminating preparation of the honeycc-nb
and using quick tie down arrangements sucti as the Universal Restraint
Device. Attaching the rockets will increase the rigging time, but the
net savings will be significant.

An accurate ground sensor will be needed to initiate the
rockets. The system currently planned will have such a sensor but to
accomplish a soft landing the accuracy requirement may be more severe.

Load Class _

Under 5,000- 110,000- 15,000- OverParameter 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 20,000
_ (Ib) (Ib) (lb) (Ib) b

Weight of Rigging 2150 3060 4480 5280 6130

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 4.04 5.44 12.50 13.08 19.04

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/o chute 2.79 3.57 8.93 9.33 14.77

Approximate Number Of Rigging 00 200 255 I275 340
Components1 27 3

Rigging Component Costs; I 80 14.850
w/o Parachutes 145 78 840

System Development Costs 1.55 Million

System Development Time 4 to 6 Years

Current Status Thiq System Without the Soft Landing
Featuic Has Progressed Through Explo-
ratory Development.
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5. Bertin Air Bag System

This system concept is based upon extending the capability
of the double air bag impact attenuator currently used on the Bertin
"Atterroglisseur" in order to achieve a soft landing. Air bags of
appropriate design would be fitted to a load bearing platform and use
of fast acting mechanical or hydraulic restraint devices would simplify
rigging and derigging and reduce the time for these operations. Limited
tests conducted by Bertin indicate that the system is currently feasible
for landing decelerations of 15-20 g's but this must be reduced if a
soft landing is to be achieved. The weight of the air bag systems
should be between 100-800 pounds for loads between 1000-25,000 pounds.

The high wind landing capability claimed for this system
is of considerable interest. The storage volume and maintenance of the
sýiem will be adjusted by eliminating honeycomb and tie-down straps
and adding the air bag energy dissipator. The system will be totally
reusable and repacking the air bags will almost by necessity, be part
of the recovery procedure rather than the rigging procedure. Capability
in high wind conditions will be extended considerably because of the
air curtain effect of the energy dissipating system.

Load Class
Under 5,000- 10,000- 15,000- Over

Parameter 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 20,000
(Ib) (lb) (1b) (lb) (ib

Weight of Rigging 1950 2910 4030 4880 5430

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 3.80 5.27 10.61 11.86 16.26

SRigging Time (M.H.) w/o chute 1.30 1.52 4.36 4.36 7.51

Approximate Number of Rigging
Components 125 250 500 500 500

Rigging Component Costs;
w/o P~rachutes 3010 4490 6540 8210 9880

System Development Costs 2.69 Million

!System Development Time 6 - 9 Years

iCur.*ent Status Feasibility of Landing at 15 -20 g's
Has been Confirmed by Limited Tests.
The Feasibility of Modifying The
Design to Achieve a Soft Landing Has I
Not Been Established.
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6. Gliding Descent Systerms

These systems would use a parafo'l, parasail or some similar
gliding device whose glide path can be remotely controlled. A soft
landing would be provided by equipping a load bearing platform with a
mechanical energy dissipator such as a folding cup and skids. This
scheme becomes feasible due to the guidance capability since the plat-
form can now be oriented to make the skids effective. A vehicle drive-
on capability would exist and tie down could be accomplished with the
Universal Restraiuxt Devices.

A guidance system would be required and this increases the
weight and complexity of the system. A highly favorable feature of this
system is its ability to land in high wind situations since guidance
can orient the landing path into the wind.

The rigging time for the parafoil compared to the parachutes
might be favorable since the volume is appreciably reduced. Overall
these systems are more complex due to the guidance feature and an
increase in the amount of maintenance can be expected.

Load Class

SUnder !5,000- 10,000- 15,000- Over5,000 ý10,000 15,000 20,000 20,000

(lb) (Ib) (lb) (lb)

Weight of Rigging 2470 3366 4850 5490 6120

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/chute 2.60 3.12 6.46 I 6.76 10.20

Rigging Time (M.H.) w/o chute 1.31 1.52 4.36 4.36 7.52

Approximate Number of Rigging 100 200 260 280 345
Components

Rigging Comp, nent Costs; 3540 4330 5620 6470 7200
w/o Parachutes 3 4 470 720

System Development Costs 3.15 Million

System Development Time 8 - 10 Years

Current Status Limited Tests of Gliding Systems
Have Been Performed By The Air
Forcp
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C. Analysie of Candidate Systems

An analysis of the candidate systems plus the current air-
drop system was made using the methods discussed in Section V.A.2.
Analyses were made with and without the parachutes. Parachutes are
used to lower the load in most of the concepts and were not actually con-
sidered as being a part of the rapid airdrop loads preparation study.
For this reason an analysis was made ignocing the parachutes so ,:hat
a true evaluation could be made of the effect of the different concepts
on the preparation time. 1Vwo of the concepts, however, depart from
the conventional parachute descent system and it is more meaningful
in evaluating them to include the parachutes. The PRADS system uses
parachutes of small size and relies upon rocket power to perform an
appreciable part of the function of decelerating the airload to a safe
touchdown velocity. The smaller parachutes are easier to pack and
some time is saved, but this is offset by the necessity to install
the rockets. It is not a fair evaluation to charge the rocker
installation time without crediting the savings in parachute preparation
time, hence, the parachutes have been included in one of the evaluation
schemes. The gliding systems replace the parachute with alternate
style equipment and the rigging times can be significantly different.
It is proper, therefore, in evaluating this concept to include the
parachutes in the preparation time.

In Figures 51 through 62 the results of the analyses for
the six (6) different concepts are presented. The data and work sheets
used to generate these analyses are rather extensive and are not
included in this report. This information has been organized, however,
into a set of notes delivered to Natick Laboratories with this report.
Table 7 provides a summary of the individual concept evaluations which
is useful it. comparing the characteristics of the different approaches.

One additional explanation regarding the rating of the
current system is necessory. It will be noted that a double rating is
shown. Since the system is operational it scores a perfect mark for
development cost, dvelopritent time and potential (risk). So that its merir:
from a rigging standpoint can be compared to the undeveloped systems,
an average score for these three categories was arbitrarily assigned end
the scores using these arbitrary values ai.' shown in parenthesis.
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Review of the evaluation sumary indicates some distinguishing
characteristics between the concepts. The following features have been
observed. All the concepts score higher than the standard system
because of the improvements expected in the rigging time and the com-
plexity of the new sysrems. The three rocket powered soft landing
concepts score the highest with the PRADS system receiving the highest
rating. The PRADS system scores higher than the skirt jet and sky hock
because it has been partially developed which provides a higher score
in the development cost, development time and potential (risk) categories.
If this advantage is taken away, both the skirt jet and sky hook outscore
the PRADS system. The reason for this is that these two concepts are
designed specifically to solve the rapid airloads preparation problem
whereas the PRADS system is an adaptation of a system that was designed
for another purpose.

The complyit" of both the Bertin air bag and the gliding concepts
cause them to su rer in the ratings. The complexity of these systems
not only reflects a low score for this parameter but also reduces
the score in several other categories resulting in lower overall ratings.
However, from a rigging standpoint alone, both of these concepts score
very well.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM3NDATI MS

A number of conclusions and recommendationu can be made which
result from the investigations and evaluations nerformed during the
study. The following is a list of conclusions that the findings of this
imnestigative study appear to support.

" There is considerable justification for the development of
a series of load bearing platforms. This style platform is
essential to any soft landing system, but in addition a number
of advantages would accrue to current rigging practics. Some
of these advantages are:

a. The parachutes could be attached to the platform rather
than the load which would simplify this rigging operation
somewhat;

b. The use of alternate style lashing arrangements such as
the Universal Restraint device proposed herein could be
considered; and

c. Load handling and installation on the aircraft would be
enhanced by the greater stiffness of the load bearing
design.

"o The development of a soft landing capability appears to be
essential fir any significant advance toward a rapid airdrop
loads preparation capability. The soft landing concept makes
the dri;e on, drive off goal for vehicular loads a feasible
proposition. It reduces the restraint requirements making the
use of ideas such as the Universal Restraint device feasible
approaches and it greatly simplifies the task of preparing
vehicles for airdrop.

"o Several means of achieving a soft landing capability are
available. The rocket assisted concepts are attractive because
large amounts of quick energy is made available for rapid
deceleration of the loads to a safe landing velocity.
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o The Bertin air bag system provides the much desirea high wind'
landing capability, but the feasibility of extending its
capability to provide a soft landing capability has not been
established.

0 The gliding system concepts provide the high wind landing
capability in addition to the soft )9nding features but
the complexity of this system reduces its attractiveness.
Also control of mass airdrops with the guidance system may
present an insurmountable problem.

o Containerization ofvehicular loads does not appear to be a
feasible proposition. This is a useful technique, however,
for supply type loads.

The following list of recommendations is offered based upon
the findings of this study.

0 The development of a series of load bearing platforms should
be considered. This style of platform is reauired for anyrap.d
airdrop loads preparation solution. In the meantime., this
type of platform would benefit current rigging practices.

0 Planning should be started to obtain a soft landing capability.
The soft landing potential of the PRADS system should be
investigated in the development program planned for this
concept. The sky hoolc principle could also be investigated
readily by modifying units of current airdrop equipment. A
rocket and pulley system could be added without great
difficulty and a simple mechanical ground sensor could be used
to initiate the rockets. Investigation of other soft landing
approaches should be continued by study and analysis.

0 A modest program •o define the requirements for a soft
landing should be initiated. A need exists to substantiate
or redefine the assumption made herein that a 5 g deceleration
force at touchdown would constitute a soft landing.

o The possiblity of modifying the Bertin air bag principle to
achieve a soft landing capability should be studied. If
the high wind landing capabilities of this system are true,
the addition of a soft landing feature would provide a system
with excellent rapid rigging properties and the broadest air-
drop capabilities cf all the systems considered.
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